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Summary

Tunable semiconductor lasers play an important role in numerous technologies for optical
communication and sensing systems. They are widely used in dense wavelength division
multiplexed (DWDM) systems and in other important markets such as trace gas detection
for environmental emission motoring. Tunable lasers are also becoming a key component
in optical packet and burst switching systems to reduce the latency and increase the
capacity o f current optical transmission networks. These systems require tunable lasers
with wide wavelength tuning range >30 nm, a high side- mode suppression ratio (SMSR)
>30dB, a fast wavelength switching time, and a high output power >10dBm. Tunable
lasers have been used in optical networks for some years now, starting with devices with
small tuning range but moving toward devices with full- band coverage. So far, a number
o f wavelength tunable lasers have been developed, however they are conventionally
fabricated with a grating that requires at least one re- growth step, com plicating the
device fabrication and therefore increasing the device cost. Another issue related to the
laser operation is an optical feedback which is provided by cleaving the ends o f the laser
to form tw’o semi-reflecting facets. Due to the cleaving, it is difficult to integrate these
lasers with other optical components. The objective o f this thesis is to show

widely

wavelength tunable lasers, based on etched slots that are re- growth free, can be fabricated
by standard photolithography and are suitable for photonics integration. This kind of
slotted laser platform has several advantages: a significant reduction o f cost, it enables
use o f AlGalnAs materials for high temperature operation and also it is integrated with a
semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) on a single chip to control the output power.

A group o f slots provide the necessary reflectivity for the laser operation which is
com pletely independent o f the cleaved facet. The loss introduced by the series o f slots is
com pensated by the gain in the laser. Also the laser mirrors are active. As there is no
cleaving needed, this laser can be easily integrated with semiconductor optical am plifiers
(SOA) or M ach- Zehnder modulators (MZI) and therefore significantly reduce the chip
cost and complexity. In this thesis multi-section tunable lasers integrated with
semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) are described. The lasers have tuning range o f ~
50 nm with a good SMSR> 30dB.
In this thesis a design and fabrication process o f slotted tunable laser is presented.
Different slot periods were chosen to show how tuning parameters such as tuning range,
num ber o f super- modes, free spectral range (FSR) and SMSR are influenced by this
parameter. We also presented various types o f the slotted lasers: five-, six-, and nine
section lasers. The full tuning characterization of these lasers is presented here as well as
an investigation o f the phase tuning o f the six section laser. A further characterization o f
the slotted tunable lasers is introduced in this thesis by determining the continuous tuning,
the temperature tuning and the linewidth measurements using the delayed self
heterodyne method. The lasers have the linewidth in the range o f MHz. Finally the
tunable lasers with short slot periods were characterized here showing very good
performance. The shortest slot period is 52^m for the front mirror and 57 |im for the back
mirror.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
The concept behind the laser was first proposed by Einstein who said that the light
consists o f wave energies called photons and their energies correspond to the frequency
o f the waves. The higher the frequency is, the greater is the energy carried by the waves.
The first laser action was dem onstrated in m icrowave region in 1954 by Charles Townes
and his co-workers. They produced a beam o f am m onia m olecules through a system o f
focusing electrodes. W hen m icrowave pow er o f the desired frequency was passed through
the cavit>', the am plification occurred. It was called M icrowave Am plification by
Stim ulated Em m ission o f Radiation or M .A.S.E.R. The term “ laser” was first created in
1957 by Gordon Gould. The first practical laser, the ruby laser, was invented in 1960 by
Theodore M ainman. In 1962, laser action in sem iconductor m aterial was dem onstrated
by Robert Hall although it took almost another decade for the first sem iconductor laser
diode to be developed and to be able to operate at room tem perature. A high- perform ance
A lG aA s/G aA s laser was dem onstrated in 1970 and become a com m ercial product in the
late 70s. The structure had m any advantages such as size, pow er-conversion efficiency,
direct- current pum ping, reliability and w avelength flexibility. Sem iconductor laser
diodes are now the m ost com m on laser types, with several m illion devices being
produced every month. They have m any application in CD players, printers, gas sensing
devices, spectroscopy, and optical com m unication systems. Tunable laser diodes have
their applications m ostly in optical com m unication system s and the research has m ainly
been driven by increasing dem and on transm ission capacity in optical telecom m unication
system s to increase the bandwidth and reduce latency. The netw orks operate with
w avelength division m ultiplexing (W DM ) techniques and coherent optical detection
schem es [I] [2]. Single- m ode laser diodes w ith electronically tunable w avelength are the
key com ponents on the transm itter and receiver side. Tunable laser diodes that can be
m onolithically integrated with other optical com ponents on a single chip are the favored
devices.
The required tunable laser characteristics are the tuning range, side m ode suppression
ratio (SM SR) o f more than 30dB

to consider the laser single m ode operating, optical

power, spectral linewidth, the continuous tunability and FM m odulation bandwidth. The
tuning range is the most specific param eter for a tunable laser as its width improves the
12

laser suitability for all practical applications. A lso in m any applications, the optical power
being constant throughout all tuning range is necessary. In FM CW (frequency- m odulated
continuous wave) radar and spectrum analysis where high coherence is required, the laser
linewidth is the most important issue. As experience shows, an ideal perform ance o f a
tunable laser diode cannot be obtained m ainly due to the wavelength tuning m echanism
affecting the optical losses so that the optical pow er changes during tuning. A lso the
optical power control by the injected currents affects the device tem perature and therefore
the emission wavelength. Therefore, it is desirable to have a specific application in mind
to produce a tunable laser fulfilling the application’s requirem ents. Figure 1.1 shows an
overview o f the tunable laser diodes applications and their specific demands.
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Figure 1.1. M ajor applications and specific dem ands on p erfo m ia n ce o f tunable laser diodes from [ 1].

The purpose o f this thesis was to understand the physics behind the slotted tunable lasers
that are integrated with a sem iconductor optical am plifier (SOA) on a single chip. The
design process including optim ization o f the slot param eters and preparing o f the laser
m ask is presented in this thesis as well as fabrication details and characterization o f the
slotted lasers. The thesis deals with characterization o f various type o f m uhi- section
slotted tunable lasers such as tuning range, SM SR, optical power, continuous tuning, and
linew idth measurem ents.
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Chapter 2

introduces the basic concepts behind sem iconductor tunable lasers. Single

mode lasers like distributed Bragg reflector (D B R ) laser and distributed feedback (D FB)
laser are described there. Tuning m echanism s to change the w avelength position are then
presented where continuous, quasi- continuous and discontinuous tunings are introduced.
Then the electronic and thermal control o f the output wavelength is described as w ell as
the free carrier plasma effect as a mechanism used to achieve tuning in sem iconductor
lasers. The Vernier tuning effect is then introduced to expand the laser tuning range.
Finally, various types o f D BR tunable lasers are presented.
Chapter 3 deals with Fabry- Perot (FP) laser measurements w hich are important in
designing tunable lasers. The FP laser characteristic shown in Chapter 3 is based on
measurements o f the am plified spontaneous em ission spectrum (A SE ) analysed using the
Fourier series expansion method. The parameters such as internal loss, quasi- Fermi level
separation, linewidth enhancem ent factor and geom etric spontaneous em ission factor are
extracted.
Chapter 4 introduces the scattering matrix method (SM M ) w hich is used to optim ize the
slotted tunable laser parameters such as slot number, slot depth, slot period. Details o f the
laser sim ulations as w ell as simulated tuning maps are also presented. Finally laser mask
design and fabrication process is introduced.
Chapter 5 show s characteristic for five, six and nine section tunable laser and a five
contact laser with nine slots on the front mirror and five slots on the back mirror. The
lasers characterized in this chapter have different slot periods to show how tuning
parameters such as tuning range, number o f super-m odes, free spectral range change with
varying slot period. The output power, w avelength and SM SR maps o f those lasers are
presented in this chapter. A lso phase tuning o f six contact laser is introduced.
Chapter 6 deals with further characterization o f the slotted tunable lasers. Continuous
tuning for a laser with nine slots on both mirrors, a laser with nine/five slots and a laser
with nine contacts are analysed. The temperature tuning is also shown in this chapter.
Finally, the linewidth is measured using self- heterodyne method for the laser with the
longest and the shortest slot period.
Chapter 7 show s the characterization o f the slotted tunable lasers from the second
fabrication run. A ll lasers presented in this chapter have short slot periods. The purpose o f
using short slot periods was to investigate its influence on the w avelength tuning range.
The linewidth for the laser with the shortest slot period is also measured in this chapter.
14

Chapter 8 gives some conclusion and future work that can be done to improve the laser
design. Also possibility o f further m easurem ents is suggested there to achieve full
characterization.
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Chapter 2. Introduction to
tunable semiconductor
lasers
In this chapter, an introduction to semiconductor tunable lasers is presented. The
background o f single mode laser operation and a grating concept is shown leading to the
realisation o f two o f the most popular single mode lasers: Distributed Bragg Reflector
laser (DBR) and Distributed Feedback laser (DFB). The electronic control o f the laser is
then examined showing how changes in the injection current density and changes o f the
laser temperature influence the laser wavelength output. Finally, the Vernier tuning effect
is presented and its mechanism to extend the tuning range. Also various types o f DBR
tunable lasers are introduced employing the Vernier tuning with different types of
gratings.

2.1. W avelength propagation in periodic structures

O ptical gain in sem iconductors

Considering the propagation o f a monochromatic plane wave in an isotropic medium
characterized by the complex propagation constant (or wave number)
( 2 . 1)

where ko is the free- space propagation constant for wavelength \

CO_ 2 n
c

X

( 2 .2 )

the optical gain (loss) for a plane wave propagating in a semiconductor in the z-direction
can be approximated by [1]
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g = - « = y ^ = 2V ?'
/ az

(2.3)

There are some important properties o f the gain that are specific for semiconductor
lasers.
The first is that the values o f the gain are extremely high. The magnitude o f the gain is of
hundreds o f cm '', which is orders o f magnitude greater than in any other type o f laser.
Due to this fact, semiconductor lasers can be small, much less than 1 mm long. The
second property is that the gain spectrum is wide, in the range o f tens o f nm. The reason
for this is that the optical transition is between a pair of energy bands, instead o f between
well- defined states [2],
Side mode suppression ratio
Side mode suppression ratio (SMSR) [1] is simply the ratio o f the output power in the
primary laser mode to that in the next strongest mode from one end o f the laser. It can be
calculated by means o f multimode rate equations. For the dominant mode N and the
second

strongest mode N+1, these equations read under stationary conditions

^=
^

where Rsp(^) and

( 2 .4 )

+

= 0 = K, ( 4 „ )+

)

(2 5)

are the spontaneous emission rate and the average photon density o f

the i-th mode. The SMSR equals the photon density quotient o f modes N and N +1:
SMSR = 4 ^

(2.6)

After introducing gain and side mode suppression ratio, an overview o f grating used to
achieve a single mode operation in semiconductor lasers over a wide tuning range will be
presented. A good analysis can be found in [1]. The aim o f this analysis is to show the
reflection variation as the wavelength is varied about the Bragg frequency o f a grating.
The refractive index varies periodically in the propagation direction according to
17

A/7

_

^2 7 )

fi{z) = n^^+ — cos{2p^z)

where A n l 2 - ^ n ^ ^ . The Bragg propagation constant is related to the grating period o f the
structure A by
_

Mk

In •
~

A

,

, ,

,

■

( 2 .8)

~

Ag

where Ag is the Bragg wavelength in free space, A^o(-^b)'s the free space propagation
constant for w avelength Ag and M is the period order. For the first order grating we have
A,„
( 2 .9 )
eff

which means that the period is equal to a half wavelength in the structure. The effect o f
the periodic structure is to couple forward- going (right) and backw ard- going (left)
waves in the structure. Suppressing the time factor exp(j(ot), and keeping in mind that all
transverse and lateral variations are neglected, we can write the equation o f the electric
filed propagating with a wavelength 'k as

" ^ + [n { z ) k , f E = 0
az~

If we neglect the term s containing (A/?)‘ and use P =

(2.

we get

K z ) ^ o ] - +4y0/ccos(2/?oz)

where

k

10 )

(2.11)

is known as the coupling coefficien t given by

nISn

Considering only wavelengths near to the Bragg wavelength Xb, hence P - P

q+

Ayff with

A/? «: p . W e can write the electric field as a sum o f right- and - left- propagating waves:
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£ ( r ) = R{:) exp{-ij3^z) + S{:) exp{i/3^z)

(2.13)

The functions R(z) and S{z) vary com paratively slow ly with z because we have included
the rapidly varying phase factor in the exponential functions. Inserting 2.11 and 2.13 into
2.10 and neglecting the second derivatives o f R and S as they are m uch sm aller than the
first derivatives, a pair o f coupled- mode equations are;

dR
dz

+ j^ . p R = - J k S

^ -

dz

j A/3S

(2.14)

= J k-R

(2.15)

Considering the case shown in figure 2.3 below representing a periodic grating in which
the index varies in a stepwise m anner between two values and where each subsection o f
the structure has a length o f a h a lf a period, from the Fresnel formula the reflection
coefficient r from the first discontinuity is

A/7

r- ■

(2.16)

- r e x p ( - /2 /3 A )

f

\.

-re x p (-/7 ? A )

- r e x p { - i3 / 3 A )

1.

I.

n (4ne ff

An’
A

Figure 2 3. Propagation and reflection in a ‘sq uare’ grating.
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The field reflection o f the next discontinuity is - r because we are now going from a high
to low refractive index. W hen the wavelength is equal to the Bragg wavelength, the phase
change for a round- trip is a subsection isk , corresponding to a factor -1. All
reflections add up in phase, and the field reflectivity per unit length (with two reflections
per period) is:
(2.17)

Therefore the coupling coefficient can be described as the amount o f reflection per unit
length.
The coupled m ode equations together w ith equation 2.13 describe the field in a structure
With a periodic index variation given by equation 2.7. If we know R and S at a given

point, we can now find the general solution as
R{z) = cosh( y z ) -

sinh( y z ) 7?(0)- — sinh(;rz).S’(0 )

r

5 ( z ) = — s in h (;'z )7 ? (0 ) + cosh ( T'z) +

r

sinh ( / z ) .S’(0 )

(2.18)

(2.19)

y

where
y^

=

( 2 . 20 )

K'

Introducing the length L for distance z
R { L ) = cosh { y L ) ~

sinh ( y L ) i ? ( 0 ) - ^ s i n h ( / I ) . V ( 0 )
y

,V(L) = ^sinh(rL)7?(0) + cosh i y L ) +

sinh ( y L ) ^S’(O)
y

W e can write the results in a m atrix from:
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(2.21)

(2.22)

«[o]-

- R( L)

,V(0)

S(L)
where

(2.23)

( I ) can be written as
c o sh { y L ) -

JK

s i nh( )
y

Fper =

sin h (/Z .)

The m atrix elem ents o f

y

cosh ( / i ) +

sinh ( /Z ,)
y

follow directely from 2.21 and 2.22.
This is a transfer m atrix that relates the right- and left- propagating waves at one end o f
the structure to the right- and left- propagating waves at the other end. Using a periodic
structure o f length L and having .V(L) = 0 , the field reflection coefficient is

rper =

S(0)

-~sinh(x/-)
1

y

_

^ (0 )
where (F^^,.)^^and (
If

kL

(2.24)

cosh(xZ.) + - - ' ^ s i n h ( / I )
/

are the com ponents o f matrix F ^ ^ [ L ) .

is very close to l ^ p L , y L \s small and we get to the first order

"

Therefore

\ +j^pL

(2.25)

increases with increasing K t ( a higher coupling coefficient leads to a

stronger reflection),

decreases with increasing A.pL (the reflection becomes sm aller

when the wavelength deviates from the Bragg wavelength). This is the basic o f two o f the
m ost successfully m anufactured single mode lasers, the distributed Bragg reflector laser
DBR and the distributed feedback laser DFB.

Distributed Bragg Reflector Lasers
For w avelengths close to the Bragg wavelength, the reflections from the individual parts
o f the grating are in phase and the reflection coefficients are high. Its value depends on
the value o f the coupling coefficient

k

. For wavelengths away from the Bragg

wavelength, the reflections do not add up in phase and therefore the reflection will be
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low. This wavelength dependence can be used to achieve a wavelength - dependent
cavity gain for a laser by using a periodic structure as a reflector at one/both ends o f the
laser structure. This is the basic principle o f the distributed Bragg- reflector DBR laser.
The ‘coupling strength’ can be defined as a product o f the coupling coefficient

and the

laser length L , and the deviation from the Bragg w avelength by the dim ensionless
product A /?L. The deviation AA o f the w avelength A from the Bragg w avelength Ag is
related to the deviation o f the propagation constant /? from the Bragg- propagation
constant /?„;

=

27r i i „ ( A „ )

l/rn

Ag

Ag

A

(2.26)

At the Bragg wavelength with a periodic structure o f length L as a reflector for an
incom ing wave with an am plitude ^ ( 0 ) at r = 0 , and no incom ing wave and no
reflection at z = L that is .S’(L ) = 0 , the solutions o f 2.21 and 2.22 are

coshr\'(z-A)1
cosh^/i'L)

^ ^ /sinhrA:(z-l)1 ^ ^
‘^■(^) = --------- w
cosh(/s:L)

^ -^(0)

(2.28)

At the Bragg w avelength, the m agnitude o f the field and pow er reflection coefficients
only depend on

k

L :

| v | = tanh(/c-i:)

^per = Y p e r\

= iaVlfoT { k L )

(2.29)

(2.30)

For values o f K L o i more than about 0.7 the reflectivities are sim ilar to or higher than a
cleaved facet. The reflection bandw idth A, can be found using 2.26 and approxim ating
Ay5 as 2 k :
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AA,.=— ^

/loA «

=^ ^

(2.31)

which shows that the relative bandwidth is proportional to the relative index variation.
The mode spacing AA^ for a laser o f length L is given by
A-

Y

( 2 . 32 )

The phase (p o f the reflected wave can be found using 2.24
( 2 -33 )

From the phase an effective length o f the Bragg reflector can be defined as
d (f>

(2.34)

For the case o f (i =

the simple result can be found
^

_ tanh(vL ) _ L tanh(/^L)

iK

This shows that for small values o f
we have

=

k

2

L we have

kL

= L ! 1, and for large values o f

k

L

1/ ( 2 a : ) . For high values o f k L , the amplitude o f the incoming wave

decreases by a factor o f exp(0.5) at the point r =

. If we define the penetration depth

as the point where the incoming power decreases by a factor e , the penetration depth is
simply given by

.

Here the grating idea is extended to include periodic grating with a variation on the
refractive index also in the x and y directions. For the first order rectangular grating with
equal lengths o f mark and space regions (shown in figure 2 .4 ) we have
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w h ere

^ and

g are the effective refractive indices corresponding to the m ark and

space regions, respectively.
A B

A

Figure 2.4. Grating structure; A and B indicate ‘mark’ and ‘space’ regions.

If w e co n sid er the presence o f the g rating as a perturbation, the from the w ave equation
(2.37)

w here

and

are the refractive indices o f the layers form ing the grating, and

co n fin em en t factor for the g rating region o f thickness

is the

. T he first o rd er g rating w ith

equal m ark and space periods gives the highest coupling coefficient. F or o th er grating
shapes, the coupling coefficient is
'

K =

w h ere

2A/7'' e f f

Led

(2.38)

< 1 is a reduction factor. F or a rectangular g rating w ith unequal length o f the

m ark and space, the reduction factor follow s from the F o u rier co efficien t o f the g rating
shape;

fred = sin

n-

A

(2.39)

T h is resu lt can be extended to gratings o f h ig h er order, w here M denotes the order

Distributed Feedback Lasers
In D B R lasers, the active region w hich provides the gain and the g rating w hich p rovides
the w av elen g th selectivity, are separated longitudinally. In distributed feedback lasers
both the gratin g and the active region are d istributed along the laser cavity in the
longitudinal d irection w ith the g rating above the active region in an index coupled
structure m aking th ese lasers easier to fabricate as there is no integration o f active and
p assiv e sections required.

AR
coating

p-contact

AR
coating
Bragg
grating

p-lnP

Active region

m

InGaAsP active
n-InP

t

n-contact
Figure 2.5. Schematic structure o f DFB laser.

T he an alysis o f a D FB laser is not as sim ple as for D B R laser as the gain and phase
con d itio n s cannot be separated. H ow ever, as the laser is essentially a single periodic
structure the tran sfer m atrix theory can be used as in [1]. T he oscillation condition can be
rep resented as
c o s h ( x ^ ) + '^^ ^ — ^ ^ ^ s in h ( ;|/L ) = 0

w here w e ad d ed

(2.41)

to allow for the p resen ce o f gain; gg represents the gain o f the field.

T he p aram eter / is given by
/

=K'-{A/3 +Jg^f
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(2.42)

where /cis the coupling coefficient. The oscillation condition 2.41 can be rew ritten as
y L c o s \\ [ y L ) = - i [ ^ f 3 L + j g ^ L )

For the mode with the lowest value o f

(2.43)

the required intensity gain 2^,, is equal to the

net gain
= (r g - « ,)

(2.44)

which must be supplied to com pensate for the power em itted from the ends. Therefore the
quantity 2^^ is equivalent to the end m irror loss for a Fabry-Perot laser. Solving
num erically equation 2.43 for the defined products o f coupling strength a.'and cavity
length L gives possible values o f A/?/, and g^L as shown in figure 2.6. It can be seen that
no DFB m odes exist at A/?/, = 0 and therefore Ay5 = 0 as the cavity length L cannot be
0. This m eans that there is no propagation at A/? = 0 which is the Bragg wavelength. This
is the DFB stop band.
It is analogous to the form ing o f stop- bands in solid- states physics, with no propagation
exactly at the Bragg wavelength.

4.0

kL

= 0.5

1.0

0.5

0.0
-15

-1 0

0

■5

5

10

Normalised detuning ApL
Figure 2.6. DFB modes for various values o f k L .
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15

At this exact Bragg wavelength A/? = 0
y^=ic-+gl

(2.45)

It can be seen that there are two modes at the same distance from the Bragg wavelength
and hence single mode operation in this kind o f DFB laser is not possible. For better
understanding let us consider a rectangular grating as shown in figure 2.7.

Standard DFB

F igure 2.7 . Sch em atic structure o f standard D F B grating w ith reflectiv ity R [,■?).

For this grating, the cavity can be taken to anywhere inside the DFB since all periods look
the same. The active length La is therefore a quarter- wavelength long taking the mirror
reference planes yielding a zero grating reflection phase at the Bragg wavelength.
Therefore this type o f configuration is anti- resonant at the Bragg wavelength.
Introducing a cavity length increase of a half- wavelength long [4] [5] the device becomes
resonant at the Bragg frequency where the reflection phase is zero. It is called a quarterwave shifted DFB as a half wavelength mirror spacing corresponds to a quarter- wave
shift between the two gratings as shown in figure 2.8.
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X/4 Shifted DFB

Figure 2.8. S ch em atic o f a quarter- sh itted D F B grating w ith reflectiv ity R [3).

O ther methods to achieve single mode DFB lasers are to leave one or both facets cleaved
rather than AR coating both faces [6]. Introducing the cleaving will destroy the
degeneracy o f the m odes and allow one to reach threshold first as the net reflection phase
from one end is shifted from that o f the grating alone. This will introduce a yield problem
since the reflection from the cleave will have a random relative phase and the yield
depends on the required end loss differences [7],

2.2. Tuning mechanism

Current injection tuning
Depending on how the tuning is performed, and which device structure is used three basic
tuning schem es can be distinguished: (i) continuous tuning, (ii) discontinuous tuning, (iii)
quasi-continuous tuning. The schem atic characteristics are shown in figure 2.9 below.
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D)

Injection current

Injection current

Injection current
Figure 2.9. Schematic o f a) continuous tuning; b) discontinuous tuning; c) quasi- continuous tuning.

For most practical applications, the ideal tuning scheme is continuous tuning [8] [9] in
which the laser wavelength is tuned smoothly in arbitrarily small steps without mode
changes while all other laser parameters are kept constant as far as possible.
Achieving larger tuning ranges is possible by allowing for longitudinal mode to change
during tuning. Here, the tunability o f the comb- mode spectrum has no limitation on the
total tuning range, which is now determined by the tuning range o f the cavity gain
characteristics. Unfortunately, for the discontinuous tuning range it is impossible to
access all wavelengths within the tuning range.
The quasi-continuous tuning is accomplished by joining overlapping small regimes. To
achieve a large wavelength coverage each region is continuously tunable by a single
longitudinal mode. The total tuning range is limited by tunability o f the gain
characteristics, while the tuning o f the comb- mode spectrum occurs only over about one
longitudinal mode spacing.
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Tuning o f the cavity gain, the com b mode and electronic control tuning.

Tuning o f the cavity gain can be done by a spectral shift o f the cavity gain curve
from its initial state
wavelength
medium gain

Tuning o f the ^^characteristics means that the gain peak

is shifted either by varying the wavelength dependence o f the active
or by using laser mirrors with a tunable wavelength- selective mirror

AW2
A jm +1

'

/

(

,

1+1

Wavelength

^

——»

loss a^{A).

Figure 2.10. W avelength tuning via shifting the gain peak w avelength.

When A/l^ increase above A/l^ / 2 then a mode hop occurs and the mode at

starts to

lase. Using this method the wavelengths in between the mode hops cannot be access and
so this is the discontinuous tuning scheme. From figure 2.10 /l^„is the gain peak
wavelength without tuning,

is the laser wavelength for mode N.

Tuning o f the comb- mode spectrum is done by keeping

fixed and changing the optical

length o f the laser by adjusting which cavity mode is lasing. As shown in figure 2.11
below the difference between this method and the cavity gain method is that the mode
wavelengths change linearly within each mode jump.
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Comb m ode spectrum shiftAXc
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Figure 2.11. a) W avelength tuning by shifting the com b- mode spectrum, b) laser wavelength versus com b 
mode shift.

In a sim ple Fabry- Perot laser above threshold the gain clam ping m echanism prevents
significant carrier changes so that the variation o f the sem iconductor gain curve by
changing the injection current has very little impact on the lasing wavelength.

Electronic wavelength control
To have control o f the output wavelength o f a tunable laser it is needed to control the
position o f the gain peak w avelength o f the cavity round trip gain
longitudinal m odes Ay. The gain peak w avelength

and/or the

depends on the injected carrier

density and as was m entioned before, in a Fabry- Perot laser the carrier density clam ps
above the threshold therefore there is little w avelength tuning in Fabry- Perot lasers.
W idely tunable laser diodes rely on this m echanism for large w avelength tuning if there
are un- clam ped carrier density regions such as passive gratings.
In order to shift the output wavelength it is needed to change the position o f the
longitudinal m odes

by changing the real part o f the effective refractive index as

shown in the phase condition

A, =

lnAX\L
m
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(2.46)

w here

the effective refi-active index, L is the cavity length and m is the mode

num ber. Therefore to control the output wavelength a waveguide with an electronically
controllable effective refractive index is needed, where the am ount o f tuning is
proportional to the product o f the cavity length and the effective refractive index. In DBR
and DFB lasers the tuning o f the cavity round- trip gain m ay be accom plished by tuning
the Bragg reflector and therefore changing the position o f the com b modes. Looking at
the equation
( 2 .47 )

it can be seen that the only elem ent that can be changed is the effective refractive index as
the grating elem ent is fixed during the fabrication o f the Bragg mirror. As the effective
index is determ ined by confinem ent factor and the refractive index o f the layers o f the
laser and changes in the refractive index in any o f these layers can change the effective
refractive index and therefore the end m irror loss a ^ { A ) . This type o f tuning is used
com m only in m any tunable lasers [10] [11].
The extent o f the lasers continuous tuning when the same cavity m ode lases across the
w avelength span can be determ ined from

( 2 .48 )

w here AA is the w avelength tuning,

is the Bragg wavelength, A/?^^ is the change in

the real part o f the effective refractive index and

is the group effective refractive

index. From this analysis it can be seen that the electronic control the wavelength o f the
tunable laser depends on the ability to control the effective refractive index o f the laser. In
practice the effective refractive index can be controlled by three different m ethods either
carrier induced effects- free carrier plasm a effect, by applying an electric across the
device- quantum confined Stark effect, or by varying the tem perature o f the devicetherm al tuning.

Free- Carrier Plasma Effect
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The free- carrier plasma effect is the most popular and widely used mechanism for tuning
semiconductor lasers. It also achieves the largest tuning range [1], The free carrier plasma
effect works by changing the refractive index caused by the injection o f electron- hole
plasma into a semiconductor. This electron- hole plasma polarizes the free carriers and
spectrally shifts the absorption edge o f the semiconductor [12] [13]. The effect o f the
carrier polarization is much larger than the absorption edge shift in the case o f a passive
wavelength control waveguide section when the bandgap energy is larger than the photon
energy. The refractive index change due to a change for a carrier injection is given by
e'A

An = -

N

(2.49)

^ T T 'C 'n S Q

where c is the speed o f light, n is the refractive index, £•(, is the free space permittivity,
is the electron effective mass,

is the hole effective mass and TV is the injected carrier

density. This implies a negative refractive index change and therefore a negative
wavelength change- a blue shift. There is also a change in the optical gain due to the
change in the imaginary' part o f the refractive index given by
1
T

where f.i^ is the electron mobility and

1
1------ ^

N

(2.50)

is the hole mobility. The injection o f carriers

also causes band filling and band gap shrinkage which have a refractive index change of
the same sign as the polarization effect and therefore increase the index change with
injected carriers. These are the main effects by which the tunable lasers described in this
thesis are tuned.

Quantum- confined Stark effect
While the electro-optic effect is rather weak in the usual III/V semiconductors [14],
enhanced refractive index changes can be achieved in multi-quantum well MQW
structures exploiting the quantum- confined Stark effect QCSE [15]. This effect is
observed by placing the quantum wells in an electric field that reduces the band gap
energy by effectively making the band edges inclined relative to each other and thereby
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reducing the energy between the lowest order wavefunction o f the conduction band and
the lowest order w avefunction in the valence band as shown in figure 2.12.
a

E,

E>0
E=0

Figure 2.12. T he quantum - confined Stark effect, a) the b and edges b ecom e inclined and the w avefunctions
are displaced w ith respect to each other and their energy d ifference is slightly reduced b).

The significant effects on the refractive index are achieved only for photon energies near
the bandgap energy, where absorption also occurs. The refractive index changes are still
very small typically o f the order 10'^ to 10'“ even in m ultiple quantum well lasers where
the quantum well used in the tuning section m atches the laser wavelength [10] [16].
However with asym m etric quantum wells the refractive change can be increased to -0.01
[17] [18],

Thermal Tuning
Tem perature changes m ay also control the em ission w avelength o f the laser diode as the
bandgap energy and the Fermi distribution are sensitive to tem perature changes.
Therefore both the gain peak wavelength o f the active m edium as well as the refractive
index show a tem perature dependence. For the laser with an em ission peak at 1550nm a
change o f 0.5nm /K for Fabry- Perot lasers and O.lnm /K for DFB and DBR lasers are
observed [1] [19]. The Fabry- Perot lasers exhibit m ode jum ps while the tem perature is
changing. Although the tem perature dependence is quite weak for each longitudinal
mode, the Fabry- Perot laser on average show the same high tem perature shift o f around
0.5 nm /K o f the gain peak wavelength. The wavelength o f single- m ode lasers changes
only by 0.1 nm /K over the whole tem perature range. This is due to the fact that the
w avelength o f Fabry- Perot and single- mode lasers are functions o f the refractive index
and do not depend on the gain curve and also the gain peak o f Fabry- Perot laser consists
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o f several m odes and each o f those m odes depends on refractive index. The wavelength
increases with temperature. The carrier injection and recom bination processes in case o f
the plasm a effect is associated with a parasitic thermal tuning. Any heating o f the laser
cavity will also increase the threshold current and decrease the differential efficiency o f
the laser. This can limit the tunability o f the laser diode by tem perature tuning. In
w avelength tunable lasers diodes, an increase o f the driving current will increase the
tem perature which causes an increase o f the refractive index. How ever the carriers effects
will decrease the refractive index and this leads to a limitation in refractive index
w avelength tuning.

Vernier Effect Tuning
DBR and DFB lasers can be tuned by either changing the injected current or changing the
tem perature, however there is a lim itation to these m ethods due to a limit in how much
the refractive index can be changed. The total tuning range using these methods is 5nmlOnm. There is a large am ount o f research in how to extend the tuning range o f the laser
diode beyond the refractive index limits [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29],
In order to increase the tunability further, a technique that allows us to use a change in the
refractive index difference instead o f the refractive index itself and therefore allowing a
relative w avelength change to be used which can be m uch larger than the wavelength
change due to a refractive index change. One m ethod that exploits this refractive index
difference o f sem iconductor lasers is the V'ernier tuning effect. This effect requires two
differing wavelength dependent m irror reflectivities to produce two spectrally different
comb mode reflection spectra. The comb m ode reflection peaks will overlap at certain
wavelengths where the lasing will occur as the gain will overcom e loss since the roundtrip loss is inversely proportional to the product o f two reflectivities. Both m irror
reflection can be directly and independently controlled by controlling the effective
refractive index in those m irror sections. Any change in the effective refractive index in
the m irror sections will produce a shift in the com b mode reflection spectrum and allow
different reflection peaks to overlap and shift the w avelength accordingly. Using the
V ernier tuning effect greatly increases the tuning range and lasers such as Sampled
Grating Distributed Bragg Reflector SG -D BR laser have shown tuning ranges o f up to 60
nm [30]. There some practical lim itations to this effect in tunable lasers:
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>

T he co in cid en ce spacing m ust be com parable to the w idth o f the gain spectrum or
m o d es at the neighbour coincidences m ust be suppressed to keep high SM SR .

>

T he d ifference in the reflection periods should be com parable w ith the w idth o f
the individual reflection m axim a.

>

T he cavity gain d ifference m ust be sufficient to supress other m odes.

>

T he phase condition m ust be satisfied so that the round- trip phase o f the desired
m ode m ust be m ultiple o f I tt .

IMO

15S0

1560

Waveiengtli (mn)
Figure 2.13. Vernier tuning effect sliowmg an overlap o f two com b- mode spectrums at 1550nm.

2.4. DBR-Type Laser Structures
In th e p rev io us section it w as show n how a com b- like reflection spectrum can be
achieved by using a cavity as a reflector, and how it could be used to achieve an external
tu n in g range. H ow ever the V ern ier tuning is not su itab le for im p lem en tatio n in a practical
laser stru ctu re as sufficiently high values o f the reflectiv ity cannot be easily ach iev ed in a
m o n o lith ic structure. Instead it is possible to use a structure w ith m ultiple cavities and to
use a short g rating as reflector for each cavity. T here are different w ays to do so.

Sampled grating DBR laser
A co m b - like reflection spectrum can be ach iev ed b y u sin g a sam pled g rating [31] [32]
[33]. T h e sam p led g rating consists o f several sections o f interrupted g rating and each
sam pling p erio d o f the length

acts like a short cavity w ith the discrete reflector

replaced b y a grating. T he reflectio n peaks are separated by
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where n^ \s the group index o f the structure [1]. By controUing the refractive index o f
both mirrors separately and having differing sampling lengths in each mirror section the
wavelength output can be controlled by the Vernier mechanism as was described in the
previous section. To take advantage o f the Vernier tuning, a laser with sampled gratings
at both front and back mirrors, with the sampling periods

^and

being different, can

be fabricated. By increasing the refractive index o f the front section which has a long
sampling period, a discontinuous tuning toward longer wavelength is achieved. By
increasing the refractive index o f the back m irror which has a short sampling period, a
discontinuous tuning toward shorter wavelength is achieved. When the front section is
tuned, the width o f the wavelength jumps is determined by the reflection peak spacing o f
the back section and vice versa. In order to get a higher fraction o f the total emitted power
from the front, it is advantageous to use a design with a lower number o f sampling
periods at the front than at the back.
A schematic stnicture o f an SG-DBR laser is shown in figure 2.14.
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Figure 2.14. A schematic structure o f an SG-DBR laser.

The device consists o f five independent sections, a semiconductor optical amplifier, a
front mirror, an active gain section, a phase section and the back mirror.

For a

comparison o f the performance o f the slotted lasers described later in this thesis, we
checked the tuning behavior o f a commercial packaged sampled grating distributed Bragg
reflector (SG-DBR) semiconductor laser. The current injected to the gain section was
kept constant with a value o f 150 mA. Current injected to the front and back mirrors

were scanned between 0-100 mA and 0-150 mA respectively. The phase section was left
unbiased. The tem perature during the m easurem ents was kept constant at 20‘’C. The
w avelength tuning map is shown in figure 2.15 below. Seven super-m odes are clearly
visible over the tuning range o f about 50 nm. The super- mode islands are found to
change from the small ones toward the big ones as the currents injected into the m irror
sections are increasing.

W»<«<eng»i m«p

(nm)

Back Current (mA)

Fig 2.15. SG -D B R laser w avelength tu n in g m ap versus the current injected to the front and back m irrors.

The SM SR map is shown in figure 2.16. h can be seen that the tuning islands have a
hexagonal shape and the highest SM SR value is placed in the center o f each tuning island.

SMSR m«p

Back C4#T*nl(mA»

Fig 2.16. SG -D B R laser SM SR tuning m ap versus the current injected to the front and back m irrors.
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S M SR and output pow er versus w avelength are show n in figure 2.17 below . S even
d istin ct super-m o d es can be clearly v isible o v er the tun in g range o f 50 nm from 1520nm
to 1570nm . All m o des exhibit an S M SR o f up to 50dB . T he output pow er versus p eak
w av elen g th show n in figure 2.17 (b) is uniform , w ith v ariation w ithin 2dB m .

1520

1530

1540
1550
1560
Wavetength (nm)

1570

1580

1530

1540
1550
1560
Wave*eogffi (nm)

1570

1580

(a)
(b)
Fig. 2.17. (a) SM SR vs. peak w avelength; (b) output pow er vs. peak w avelength for S G -D B R laser

Superstructure- Grating (SSG) DBR Laser
A n o ther d esign o f w id ely tunable laser is the SSG structure. T he SSG structure is based
on linear ch irp in g in the grating pitches w ith a large p erio d [34] [35] [36]. T he linear
ch irp in g resu lts in a high- reflection band o v er a w ide w avelength range. T he grating
pitch in the SSG ch irps co n tin u o u sly from A^ to A^ as one unit w ith a large period o f A^
. T he p erio d icity o f the m odulated grating pitch results in a spectrum w ith high reflection
peaks in the w av elen g th range from

=2n^A^ to \

w here

is the refractive

index o f the w av eguide. T he tw o SSG reflectors have co m b-shaped reflection spectra,
w ith slig h tly d ifferen t peak spacing. F or stable sin g le-m o d e operation, a peak o f each
reflectio n com b and a longitudinal m ode have to be aligned. T he SSG reflectors can be
tuned by cu rren t injection. A typical tuning characteristic is show n in figure 2.19. If one
o f the reflecto rs is tuned, different pairs o f reflecto r peaks will successively overlap and
the lasing freq u en cy w ill ju m p by appro x im ately th e peak spacing [37].
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A schem atic structure o f a SSG-DBR laser is shown in figure 2.18.

Rear reflector

^

..
Active section
section

■ ■

Front reflector

............. ......

AR coating

■■

AR coating

Figure 2.18. Schematic structure o f SSG -D B R laser [.^7]

Front SSG-DBR current (mA)

Figure 2.19. An exam ple o f a typical tuning map for SSG -D B R laser [j?7].

Digital Supermode DBR lasers (DS-DBR)
Instead o f using a sampled or superstructure grating as a front m irror, it is possible to use
a set o f gratings having a relatively low reflection and a relatively broad bandwidth. The
reflection m axim a for the gratings occur at different w avelengths [38] [39]. The laser
structure is shown schem atically in figure 2.20 below. If current is supplied to one o f the
front sections, the corresponding reflection m axim um moves to a shorter wavelength.
This gives rise to an increased reflection over a certain w avelength range. A particular
w avelength in that range can then be picked out by tuning reflection com b provided by
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the back mirror. As the selection m echanism is partly digital - switching on a given
current, the laser structure is called digital super-m ode DS DBR [40].
Front tuning se c tio n
SO A

R ear tuning section

G ain se c tio n

990Q

P h a s e se c tio n

light
output
Grating
Grating

Substrate

AR coating

AR coating

Figure 2.20. Schematic structure o f D S- D BR laser [41],

An exam ple o f the wavelength tuning map o f a DS-D BR laser is shown in figure 2.21.

I l= 5 n iA

I2= 5m A

13=5m A

I4= 5m A

I5= 5m A

I6=5m A

I2==0-5mA

13=0-5m A

I4= 0-5m A

15=0-5m A

I(>=0-5mA

17=0-5mA

Front tuning point

Figure 2.21. An exam ple ol'a wavelength tuning map for a DS- D BR laser [42],
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Conclusion
In this chapter an introduction to tunable lasers was presented. First a typical single mode
lasers; distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) and distributed feedback (DFB) lasers were
described as an introduction to grating structures. Then various tuning m echanism were
introduced as well as the V ernier tuning effect to extend the laser tuning range. Finally,
various types o f DBR tunable are described to give an idea how the slotted lasers fit in the
general tunable laser field.
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Chapter 3. Fabry- Perot
laser characterization.
Introduction
The Fabry- Perot laser is the simplest kind o f sem iconductor laser. It is very easy to
fabricate and widely used in laboratories and industry. As it is a m ultim ode laser it is not
suitable for m any applications such as optical com m unication systems, where the single
mode operation is desirable. Fabry- Perot laser are preferable in cases w here the cost o f
fabrication is crucial and when the bandwidth o f the em ission spectrum does not play a
very im portant role. The Fabry- Perot laser can be used as a cheap wavelength- divisionm ultiplexing sources in fiber- to the- home applications [1]. Also in laboratories FP lasers
are very useful to obtain the material and device information such as the modal gain,
internal loss, injection efficiency, linewidth enhancem ent factor. Various methods were
developed to extract those param eters from the fabricated FP laser. One o f them is the
cutback method [2] which requires FP lasers with different cavity lengths. The internal
loss and injection efficiency can be estim ated by m easuring the relationship between the
output slope efficiency and the cavity length. To obtain the net modal gain the amplified
spontaneous em ission spectrum o f the FP laser operating below the threshold needs to be
recorded. There are various m ethods to extract the net modal gain, such as the HakkiPaoli m ethod [3], the Fourier transform m ethod [4] [5], the method proposed by Cassidy
[6], and the Fourier series expansion FSE method [7].
In this chapter a Fabry- Perot laser will be characterized based on its am.plified
spontaneous em ission spectrum and Fourier series expansion m ethod as it was described
in [8]. The internal loss and quasi- Fermi level separation will be obtained and also
geom etric spontaneous em ission factor as well as injection efficiency and linewidth
enhancem ent factor will be calculated.

The Fabry-

Perot laser used

for those

m easurem ents has a length o f 650|am with a threshold o f 19mA. All m easurem ents were
carried out for the laser operating below the threshold current.
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3.1. Characterization method

Theoretical description of the ASE spectrum
A schem atic o f a Fabry- Perot laser is shown in figure 3.1. The theoretical A SE spectrum
output from the facet at zero can be obtained by integrating the small ASE contributions
from small sections along the whole cavity. From a section o f unit length located at x, we
can separate the ASE contribution into two parts: (i) part initially propagating toward the
facet at zero F , (ii) part initially propagating toward the facet at L, F * . Then it is
possible to express those two parts as:

> /!V exp (-^ ^ x )^ir^exp((g/2)x)
(3.1)

\ - b Qx p [ - j 2 k n ^ f ^ L )

_ ^ e x p (-//:/7 ^ ^ { 2 L - x ) ) ^ { \ = R,)R^ e x p ( g / 2 { 2 L - x ) )
/■'

(3.2)

where S is the spontaneous em ission from the active region that is coupled into the
7.71

w aveguide m ode per unit length and has a unit o f m W /(nm *cm ), k = —

X

w'avelength num ber in vacuum ,

is the effective index o f the laser w aveguide,

is the
is the

left facet reflectivity and R, is the right facet power reflectivity. R^ and R^ are equal to
each other for a Fabry- Perot cavity with uncoated cleaved facets, /> = exp(gZ-)(/?,7?,)' “
is the round- trip gain, g is the net modal gain, L is the cavity length.
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r

<
X

x+d\

Figure 3 .1. Schematic structure o f a Fabry- Perot laser [8].

Summing those two parts, calculating the ASE contribution from the section is possible.
There are two ways to do the summation: first is the amplitude summation and the second
one is the power summation. Here we use an amplitude summation [9]. After neglecting a
small term the result is the same as it would be using the power summation. The ASE
contribution from this small section is obtained as follows

F

*V(l-/?/)exp(gA)
+/'

l + h^ - 2 h cos ( Ikn^ffL)

(3.3)

e x p ( g ( x - / . ) ) + / ? ,,e x p ( g ( / .- x ) ) + 2 ^ c o s ( 2 A 7 7 ^ ^ ( / . - x ) )

By integrating the contributions from the whole laser cavity, the ASE emission from the
total laser cavity can be expressed as
.V(l-./^/)exp(g/.)
/ =

\ + h' -2bcos{2kn^j.fL^
(l + 7 ? , e x p ( ^ l ) ) ( l - e x p ( - g l ) )

s.m[2kn^^L)

hi eff

(3.4)

S { \-R ,)(\ + R.Qxp{gL))(e\p{gL)-\)

] + b~ - 2bco^{2kn^gL^

where k n ^ is around 1.3*10 cm' . Because g h as a maximum value o f 40 cm' for a
Fabry- Perot laser with a cavity length o f 300|im, therefore a good approximation is to
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neglect the latter term in the square bracket in equation 3.4 along with assuming that S
and g are uniform along the cavity. This assumption can be made if the Fabry- Perot
laser is biased under threshold as then the stimulated emission causing the carried density
to vary along the laser cavity, is negligible. The spontaneous emission S can be written
as
c,
^ =

he
13.5)

where h is the Plank constant, c is the speed o f light, A is the cross- section area o f the
quantum wells in the active region, fi^ is the geometrical spontaneous emission factor
describing the ratio o f the spontaneous emission from the quantum wells into the
waveguide mode in a single propagation direction,
rate that has a unit o f l/(s*nm*cm'^).

in the total spontaneous emission

described in [10] is defined as the fraction of the

spontaneous emission with the same polarization as the waveguide mode is coupled into
the waveguide mode. Equation 3.4 is describing the intrinsic ASE spectrum output from
the left facet o f the laser. In practice, the ASE spectrum needs to be coupled with a lensed
fiber into the Optical Spectrum Analyser OSA and then measured. The measured
spectrum can be expressed as

I =^ii^?:yi^x-x)dx

( 3 .6 )

where f { x ) is the OSA response function with x o f an unit o f nanometer. By using the
OSA to measure a spectral line having a bandwidth narrower that the resolution
bandwidth o f the OSA itself, the response function can be extracted. In this case the
spectral line can be written as

, where

is the total power o f the spectral

line and Ag is the central wavelength o f the spectral line. The Dirac function has a unit of
nm‘‘. The spectrum measured by the OSA can be written as
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And therefore the response function o f the OSA can be expressed as

f(^)=

-

p

(3.8)

‘ I

Fourier series expansion method
M ore details about the Fourier series expansion method can be found in [7], The Fourier
series expansion

FSE method forks on individual m odes o f the am plified spontaneous

emission ASH spectrum. A schem atic o f a single longitudinal mode is show n in figure
3.2.

0

-jr

Figure 3.2. Schem atic diagram o f a sin g le longitud in al m od e [8],

The round trip phase (j) = 2 k n ^ L o f a single longitudinal m ode is varying from -

tt

to ^

where the m ode peak has a phase o f 0. The two adjustm ent valleys have phases o f -nand 7T, respectively. Carrying out the FSE operation, the following harm onics can be
obtained

[ ^ )Q X p [-jm /^ (/> )d (p

which can be calculated as
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(3.9)

/,„ = /„ r i

where m

(3.11)

is an integer. The approximation that the net modal gain and the round- trip

gain are constant over the longitudinal mode range have to made to obtain those
equations. This approximation can be made because the gain varies slowly over tens o f
nanometers while the longitudinal modes cover around 1 nm. The ratio between the first
harmonic and the zeroth harmonic results in the round- trip gain b . In general, only the
zeroth and first harmonics are used because they have better signal- to- noise ratio (SNR)
[7]. By using the OSA, the ASE spectrum dependent on wavelength is always achieved.
The wavelength can be related to the phase
/

6

in a small wavelength range covered as
A — /I ,

=

- 2 7 1 --------A/I

(3.12)

where A/l is the longitudinal mode spacing expressed as: A.A = A^.-Xj.

are the

wavelength at the right and left valley o f the longitudinal mode peak, respectively. Based
on equation 3.12, equation 3.9 can be re- written as

I

= —

AA

I/(A)exp J

2m7ri^X-X,)
d?i

A/I

(3.13)

The obtained harmonics and the round- trip gain are defined as being at the peak
wavelength o f the longitudinal mode and this process can be repeated over the entire ASE
spectrum to get the round- trip gain spectrum. Using the convolution theorem, the
influence from the OSA response ftinction can be solved resulting in

Tm = I m Jf m
where
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(3.14)

dx

(3.15)

A/L
The zeroth harmonic o f the longitudinal m ode o f the intrinsic ASE spectrum can be
obtained by sum m arizing equation 3.15

(3.16)

and the round- trip gain o f the same longitudinal mode can be written as

hA

(3.17)

Therefore the net m odal gain can be calculated as

log(/>)-log(7^)

(3.18)

Method to obtain the internal loss and the quasi- Fermi level separation

To obtain the internal loss and the quasi- Fermi level separation an assum ption is m ade
that the Fabry- Perot cavity is formed sim ply by two identical cleaved facets w ithout any
coating so that R, = R, = R . Having this the zeroth harm onic o f the intrinsic ASE
longitudinal mode can be sim plified and therefore the spontaneous em ission coupled into
the waveguide m ode can be calculated as

‘^ = 7 ----------------------- \ ----- X

(l-y?)(exp(gl)-l)

From equation 3.5, S includes the factor o f the spontaneous emission rate
related to the material gain

through the relationship [11]
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(3.19)

that is

Sm

2 sp

1-exp

^ h d l-tsF ^'

where A F is the quasi- Fermi level separation,

(3.20)

is the Boltzmann constant, T is the

carrier temperature, and n is the refractive index in the active region. The material gain is
related to the net mode gain as
(3.21)

where F is the optical confinement factor and

is the internal loss. Combining

equations 3.20 and 3.21 we get:
r

r

/

II

1 -e x p
L

I

V

h e I X —A f

ksT

-a..
(3,22)

= C'q(A,Af')-a„
where

'^TihAp c^n^C

(3.23)

An extra constant ( ’ was added into equation 3.23 to include the coupling loss caused by
the mode mismatch between the lensed fiber and the laser waveguide. The relationship
between

and ^ (/l,A F ) is linear over different wavelengths [12] [13] , where g is

measured and q is calculated

based on S which is also measured and therefore the

quasi- Fermi level separation AF can be determined. In practice AF is treated as a
variable and is varying through a suitable range. For each o f the variation a curve
g [ X ) - q [ X ) is fitted, where

is treated as y and q { ^ ) is treated as x, with a line

y = ax + d . The standard deviation D between the vector y and the vector from the
linear fitting y is calculated for each variation o f AF as
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(3.24)

The m inim um value o f D states corresponds to the quasi- Fermi level separation. W hen
the quasi- Fermi level separation is obtained, the same fitting is used again and the
interception d gives the internal loss

from 3.22 and the slope a yields ( ’ as it was

defined in 3.23. In practice, the OSA influence is rem oved by the procedures in eq. 3.16
and 3.17.

Calculation o f spontaneous emission factor

h was shown above that another product from the fitting in the coefficient C
includes the geom etrical spontaneous em ission factor

P.

which

. This factor can be calculated as

r

------------------------------------------------------- (3-25)
SttHAC c^n^C

The optical confinement factor f can be calculated through simulation. To calculate the
coupling coefficient ( ’ first a large area detector needs to be put very close to the laser
output facet to measure the total pow er P-I curve o f the laser. Then another P-I curve is
m easured by coupling the light using the lensed fiber. The coupling efficiency is the ratio
o f the coupled power to the total power when the laser is biased highly above the
threshold.

Calculation of injection efficiency

The way to measure the internal loss was introduced in the third section and the injection
efficiency can be obtained from the slope efficiency o f the laser. Having the total power
P-I curve, the slope efficiency can be calculated as " d P I d l " which has units o f mW /mA.
The injection efficiency is describing the fraction o f the injected carriers contributing to
the stim ulated emission above the threshold can be calculated as [ 14]
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_2?,edP(
^ he J /[

at

log(/?)^

(3.26)

w here e is th e electron charge. T h e factor 2 stands for the laser being m easured from
only one u n co ated facet.

Calculation of linewidth enhancem ent factor.
T he ratio betw een the real index change and the im aginary index change is called the
linew idth en h ancem ent factor. T he im aginary index change is due to the ch ange o f the
gain or loss o f the quantum w ells change by the current injection. In F abry- P erot laser
case the linew idth en h an cem en t factor can be m easured by m easuring the A S E spectrum
at tw o slig h tly d ifferent injection current [15]. The real index change can be extracted
from

the lo n gitudinal m ode w av elen g th change and the im aginary index ch ange can be

extracted from the net m odal gain change. T he form ula to calculate the linew idth
en h an cem en t factor is

(3.27)

w here

^

the longitudinal m ode w avelengths at tw o d ifferen t current injections,

^

are the ro u n d - trip gain at those tw o injection currents for the sam e longitudinal m odes,
AA is the longitudinal m ode spacing. V arious m ethods can be used to m easu re the roundtrip gain and the b est one is the F SE m ethod (3.17) as the OS A response function is ju s t
giv in g th e extracted round- trip gain a ratio correction that does not influence the
linew idth en h ancem ent factor [16],
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3.2. Practical measurements
The m easured Fabry- Perot laser has a cavity length o f 650|im and a waveguide ridge has
a width o f 2.5 ^m . An active layer consists o f five A lG alnA s quantum wells that have an
em ission peak around 1550nm. During the m easurem ents the laser was placed on a
therm oelectric cooler that kept constant tem perature o f 20°C. Figure 3.3 shows the powercurrent P-I curve, from which the threshold current is 19mA with the slope efficiency o f
0.35 mW /mA. The ASE spectrum was m easured using an anti- reflection AR coated
fiber. The spectrum was recorded using an A gilent Optical Spectrum Analyser (OSA)
which has the lowest resolution o f 0.06 nm. First, the m easured ASE spectrum for OSA
resolutions o f 0.06nm , 0.1 nm, 0.2nm and 0.5nm for the injection current o f 18mA. The
spectrum for different OSA resolution settings is shown in figure 3.4 below, where a 4nm
range around the em ission peak is shown. W hen the resolution o f the OSA is decreased
from 0.06nm to 0.5 nm, the longitudinal m ode peak power increases by about 5dB while
the valley power increases o f about 12dB. The m odes are about 0.85 nm apart.
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Figure .3.4. ASE spectrum measured w ith the OSA resolutions o f 0.06, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5nm.

The response function o f the OSA is shown in figure 3.5 below. The response function
was found by measuring the emission spectrum o f an external tunable laser with an
emission wavelength o f 1550nm. The linewidth o f the emission line o f the external laser
was 150kHz while the resolution o f the OSA is around 7.5GHz at the highest resolution
o f 0.06nm.
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Figure 3 5. Response function o f the OSA for resolution o f 0.06, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5 nm.

To calculate the round- trip gain spectrum, first the ASE spectrum o f the Fabry- Perot
laser was measured for different injection current from 15mA to 18mA with a step o f
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0.5nm. The OSA resolution was set to 0.1 nm. The step o f 0.5 nm was chosen during the
measurements because then the wavelength shift due to the current injection is lower than
the mode spacing. The measured ASE spectrum o f the Fabry- Perot laser for an injection
current o f 18mA is shown in figure 3.6 below. The emission peak o f the laser is around
1550nm. From these measured ASE spectra, the round- trip gain was calculated for
different injection currents from 15mA to 18mA as shown in figure 3.7.
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Next, the spontaneous emission coupled into the waveguide mode was calculated using
eq. 3.19. The results are shown in figure 3.8. From 3.8 it is seen that the spontaneous
emission spectrum is obtained only for the long wavelengths.
Based on the obtained spontaneous emission spectrum S, the spectrum o f q(X,, AF) at
different values o f AF can be calculated and then the g(X)-q(>.) curve is fitted. The fitting
effect is evaluated by the standard deviation calculated from eq. 3.24. The standard
deviation versus different values o f AF is shown in figure 3.9 for the current o f 16mA.
The estimated quasi- Fermi level separation for this particular current corresponds to the
minimum value o f the standard deviation. For the current o f 18mA the estimated quasiFermi level separation is 0.8183 eV. A t this value o f AF , the g-q curve and the linear fit
are shown in figure 3.10 below, h is seen that a very good linear fit is achieved. The
intercept o f the linear fit leads to the estimated internal loss which in this case is 18.72cm'
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Figure 3.9. Standard deviation between the hnear fit and the original g-q curve versus different values o f
AF.
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The measurements from above were then repeated to find the quasi- Fermi level
separation and internal loss for different injection currents as shown in figure 3.11 below.
The quasi- Fermi level separation increases with the injection current up to 18mA. The
internal loss varies from 13cm'' to around 19cm'' for different current injections.
The extracted quasi- Fermi has a standard deviation o f 0.1 meV which is independent o f
the injected currents. On the extracted net modal gain curve, the value corresponding to
the quasi- Fermi level separation is the internal loss as the gain at the position o f the
quasi- Fermi level separation is zero. From 3.12 the slope o f the curve at the position o f
the quasi- Fermi level separation is -2.12 cm'VmeV for the current o f 18mA. It means that
the deviation o f the quasi- Fermi level separation by 0.1 meV w ill cause the estimated
internal loss to deviate by 0.21 c m ''.
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Figure 3.12. Net modal gain versus photon energy for current o f 18niA.

From the linear fit the coefficient C is also extracted. It is close to 600 m W '^im ''. Based
on this coefficient the geometrical spontaneous emission factor can be calculated using
equation 3.24. The optical confinement factor F is calculated to be around 5% and
therefore each quantum well possessing 1%. The cross- section area o f the quantum wells
in the active region is 2.5x0,006x5 = 0.075//m '. The geometrical spontaneous emission
factor is shown in figure 3.13 below. The value o f the geometrical spontaneous emission
is dimensionless and is around 0.00014 for the injected currents.
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The dashed line represents the average results. For this

InAlGaAs quantum well system, the gain peak is around 3.0.
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Conclusion
In this chapter a Fabry-Perot laser was characterized based on the ASE spectrum
m easurem ents below the threshold current. The laser has a cavity length o f 650|im and
the threshold is around 19mA with the slope efficiency o f 0.35m W /m A . Various
param eters were extracted such as the internal loss, quasi- Fermi level separation,
spontaneous em ission, round- trip gain, linewidth enhancem ent factor. From the
m easurem ent the internal loss o f 18cm’’ was obtained with the linewidth enhancem ent
factor o f 3 for the wavelength o f 1550nm.
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Chapter 4. Slotted tunable
laser
design
and
fabrication.
Introduction
W idely tunable sem iconductor laser play an im portant role in optical com m unication
system s and other applications and have already dem onstrated their potential to be
integrated with other optical com ponents on a single chip [1] [2] [3] [4] [5], It is a key
technology in the developm ent o f optoelectronic systems.
The strong interaction between electronic, optical and therm al effects m akes the design o f
the photonic integrated devices particularly challenging. W ith the help o f num erical
m odels and various software for calculation and optim ization, preparing the tunable laser
m ask and sim ulating the laser perform ance, the tim e and cost o f designing the laser can
be significantly reduced [6] [7] [8].
In this chapter, a slotted tunable laser design and its fabrication process is introduced step
by step. Also the scattering m atrix m ethod (SM M )

is introduced here as we use it to

optim ize the laser param eters. The sim ulated laser perform ance is also presented here to
give an idea about the fiiture fabricated laser perform ance. For the optim ization o f slots
param eters and extracting m odelled tuning m aps, M atLab software was used. The tunable
laser mask design was com pleted using C leW in 4.
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4.1. Optimization of parameters
T h e k e y in d e s ig n in g a tu n a b le la se r is th e o p tim iz a tio n o f th e p a ra m e te rs su c h a s slo t
w id th , slo t d e p th , slo t p e rio d a n d slo t n u m b er. To d o so w e u se th e S c a tte rin g M a trix
M e th o d (S M M ) is d e s c rib e d b elo w .
D e ta ile d a n a ly s is o f S M M u se d to c h a ra c te riz e a s lo tte d la se r c a n b e fo u n d in [1 1 ], F ro m
[11] w e a s s u m e th a t 2 - D s lo tte d w a v e g u id e c a n b e se p a ra te d in to N u n ifo rm se c tio n s
in c lu d in g in p u t an d o u tp u t re g io n s. T h e 2 -D s c a tte rin g m a trix m o d e l is u sed to c o m p u te
th e fie ld re fle c te d an d c o u p le d in to th e in p u t w a v e g u id e an d a lso the fie ld tra n s m itte d a n d
c o u p le d in to th e o u tp u t w a v e g u id e , w h ic h a re d e fin e d as th e re fle c tio n an d tra n s m is s io n
fro m th e g ro u p o f slo ts.

A s c h e m a tic s tru c tu re o f 2 -D w a v e g u id e w ith slo ts is sh o w n in

fig u re 4.1.1 b e lo w , w h e re ds is slo t w id th , dw is slo t sp a c in g a n d dp is slo t p erio d .

Slot
a7=3.1529

«=3.168I

Slot depth

i/=1.85nrh

Reflection

,^p Substrate

5 h eigh t

Transmissjon

Figure 4 . 1.1. 2-D w aveguide structure w ith slots [ 1.^]

A n o rm a liz e d a m p litu d e a ^ h a v in g a m a g n itu d e e q u a l to th e s q u a re ro o t o f th e p o w e r flo w
is u se d to w o rk w ith c o m p le x la s e r c a v itie s. T h e n w e c a n re fe r to th e p h a s e o f th e e le c tric
fie ld as
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E{x,y,z,t) = e E Jj[x,y)e^""

(4.1)

where ^ is the unit vector, £"gis the field magnitude, U [ x , y ) is the normalized electric
field profile, rois the angular frequency, / is time, P is the complex propagation constant
and r is the propagation distance . The normalized amplitude can be defined as

e

where rj =

(4 2 )

377Q
— is the mode impedance which is the ratio o f the transverse electric to
nI

transverse magnetic field magnitudes o f the mode. Thus i f |

= 1 then a .a'. = P j ,

the power is flowing in the positive z- direction in the mode. For some waveguides, there
are incident (inputs) and reflected (output) powers. The inputs can be defined as having
normalized amplitudes a , , and the outputs as having normalized amplitudes

.

Therefore at port j , the net power flow ing into the port is
(4-3)
I f the outputs can be linearly related to the inputs, a matrix formalism can be expressed as
a weighted combination o f the inputs as
(4.4)
./

where

are called scattering coefficients. To determine a particular S .j , all inputs except

a , must be set to zero

V

(4.5)
= 0 ,A '^t /
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In a more general view h = S a , w here a and h are colum n vectors and S is a matrix. The
two port scattering junction is shown in figure 4.1.2 below and is given as an exam ple in
4.6.

Figure 4.1.2. S cattering m atrix rep resen tatio n o f a tw o po rt netw ork.

iS’ii iS|2
1

1

"'^21

«1

(4.6)

^22

the H values are called scattering coefficients. They are useful because they have direct
physical significance as they represent the ratio o f a norm alized output am plitude to a
normalized input amplitude. For exam ple in the two ports shown above .S',, and .S',, are
sim ply /•, and r, which are the am plitude reflectivities at junction 1 and 2 . The power
reflection coefficients are in this case |.S’,,|‘ and

• The off- diagonal terms represent

the complex (am plitude to phase) output at one port due to the input at another. The
m agnitude squared o f a scattering coefficient |.Vy| is the fraction o f power appearing at
the port / due to the pow er entering port / . For a lossless two port network, power
conservation yields

+ |.V ,,|'= 1 and

= 1. Loss can be included by

m aking these equalities less than 1.
A nother important m atrix that relates the norm alized am plitudes is the transmission
m atrix method. The transm ission matrix m ethod TM M is used for cascading networks
together as simple m atrix m ultiplication can be used. The transm ission m atrix expresses
the inputs and outputs at a given port in term s o f those and the others. The transm ission o f

11
K) 1

1
1
>
1
1
1

two ports is defined as

_T21
71

T22 _

L«2j

where instead o f using the input and output amplitudes a, and 6,, the forward- going and
backward- going waves

and

will be used.

Figure 4.1.3. T ran sm issio n m atric representation o f tw o port netw ork.

The correspondence between the transfer matrix and scattering matrix amplitudes is as
= a , , B^=h^, A^=h^,

follows:

8

2

=

0

2

- Therefore using TMM a series o f two port

junctions can be multiplied together using matrix multiplication as illustrated in figure
4.1.4 below.

A 2

A2

T

,

B2

T’

B ’,

Figure 4.1.4. T M rep resen tatio n o f tw o netw orks cascad ed together.

By putting A = A^ and
2

= 5, the fields on the left side can be related to the fields on

the right side as

T
■'11
A .

_

T21

T
^12
T22

T
''11

'a;

A.

T
■'12

T
-'ii

t''1 2

(

_

T21

T22 _ _ T21

T22

A.

The dielectric interface
A dielectric interface can be characterised by having different refractive indices /?, and
f

?2

on each side o f the interface as illustrated in figure 4.1.5.
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n,

n,

a,

a.
-r i >

Figure 4.1.5. D ielectric interface.

T he referen ce planes at the physical interface b etw een the tw o d ielectrics and the
scattering ju n ction length is zero. U sin g 4.5

/?! ‘ Ml

the reflectio n is p o sitiv e if

a,

th

(4 .9 )

a,=0

. The seco n d port

5

can be found as

(4 .1 0 )

and

1S 12

1S 21

t

-^1

( 4. 11)

T he w a v e s are assum ed to be plane w a v e s and have no lo ss at the interface as the
interface has a length o f zero. For the w a v e g u id e m od es p ow er con servation su g g ests that
the m od e p rofile are con tin u ou s across the d ielectric interface. For the norm ally incident
plane w a v e ca se

t = 2(/7|/?2)'" /(/?,

T h e scattering m atrix for the d ielectric interface

is
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(4.12)
1

r,

The corresponding transfer m atrix is

1

T=t

-/I

(4.13)
1

W aveguide with no discontinuities
A netw ork that is a length o f w aveguide L with no discontinuities is shown in figure
4.1.6. The netw ork consists o f two reference planes on a waveguide.

a,(0)

a,(L)=b2

b,(0)

bi(L)=a2

Figure 4.1.6. W aveguide w ith no discontinuities.

Because there is no coupling betw een the waves propagating in the forward and backward
directions .S’,, = .S’,, = 0 and therefore

b ^ - a \V )- a ^

(4.14)

and

=h, { L) = b,

(4.15)

To em ploy the Vernier tuning [9], a set o f the same num ber o f slots with different periods
are etched on the front and back mirrors. It is also possible to introduce slightly different
num ber o f slots on both reflectors as will be shown in C hapter 5 w here this kind o f laser
is characterized.
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The reflection from a single slot is relatively weak [11] so a series o f slots in both mirrors
is needed to provide sufficient feedback for lasing. The reflection from the group o f slots
w ill saturate and they w ill introduce some loss, therefore both m irror sections are active
to provide optical gain in order to compensate any loss introduced by the slots. The
reflection from N equally spaced slots can be described by

1

e x p (g M )e x p (-/2 ^ /7 ^ M )
1 - / , exp(g/)exp(-/2A'A7^/)

where

and

are the reflection and transmission o f a single slot, r, is the total reflection

from the group o f slots, g is the net modal gain o f the active waveguide between the
slots, / is the slot spacing, k = — is the wave number in vacuum, and
A,

is the effective

index o f the active waveguide. Equally spaced slots w ill produce a periodic reflection
spectrum with the free spectral range (FSR) determined by the slot spacing

A

,

(4.17)

2 n^ l

where

n = fi^
is the group index o f the active waveguide.
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^

(4.18)
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Figure 4.1.7. (a) P enetration d epth into the m irro r section n orm alized to the slot p eriod, FW H M o f the
reflection peak no rm alized to the FSR , and m axim um v alues o f the reflectio n peak n o rm alized to the single
slot reflection versu s slot loss com pensation factor for difl'erent n u m b er o f equally spaced slots; (b) field
reflection and tran sm issio n o f the single slot versus slot depth represented by the distance b etw een the
bottom o f the slot and the to p o f the w aveguide core. N is the num ber o f slots [10].

The maximum width and value o f each reflection peak in the reflection spectrum is
determined by the number o f slots and the slot com pensation level. The slot com pensation
level is determined as

( 4 . 19 )

Y =
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F or y = l w e have a full slot loss com pensation w hen all loss introduced by the slot is
com pensated by the gain in the region betw een the slots, resulting in the narrow est
reflection peak.
T he pen etratio n depth o f the field into the slot region norm alized b y slot spacing in show n
in figure 4.1.7 (a) w ith the full-w idth at h a lf m axim um (F W H M o f th e reflection peak
norm alized by FSR , and the m axim um value o f the reflection peak n o rm alized by the
individual slot reflection versus slot loss com pensation factor y for d ifferent nu m b er o f
slots. It can be seen that w hen the slot loss in stro n g ly u n d ercom pensated i.e. y<0.6 , an
increasing nu m b er o f slots resu h s in little difference in the reflection. T h e field decays
qu ick ly into the slot region. In case o f the full com pensation, the reflectio n peak has a
m inim um n orm alized F W H M and the field penetrates halfw ay into the slot region. T he
calculated reflectio n and transm ission from a single slot changing w ith etch depth is
show n in figure 4.1.7 (b) [ I I ] [12], U sing the results show n in figure 4.1.7 w e chose nine
slots in both m irrors as a com prom ise betw een m axim izing the reflectivity and
m inim izing the w idth o f the reflection peaks. We also w ant to keep the laser length to a
m inim um . As it can be seen a laser w ith 11 slots in each m irror w ould provide narrow er
bandw idth o f reflection peak and a larger section reflection; h o w ever it w ould result in
having the m irror section over 1mm long [10].
For a laser w ith the slot period o f 9 7 |im for the front m irror and 108|am for the back
m irro r the penetration depth o f both m irrors can be calculated as [13]:

pen e "

{N-\)dp
2

w here N is the nu m ber o f slots on the m irror and dp is the slot

(4.20)

period in the m irror. T he

slot period o f 9 7 |im /108|um w as chosen to obtain a 300 G H z spacing betw een the
channels. H aving nine slots on the front m irro r w ith the slot period o f 9 7 ^ m , the
p en etratio n depth o f the front m irror is 38 8 |im . Sim ilarly, having nine slots on the back
m irro r w ith the slot period o f 108|am, the penetration depth o f the back m irro r is 432|am .
T herefo re having the gain section w ith the length o f 500)im , the effectiv e cavity length
Lett w ill be 1320^m (= 500+ 432+ 388). T h e m ode spacing can be calculated as [13]:
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A i = -------------2*n^*L^

(4.21)

For \= 1550nm, rig = 3.5 and Leff = 1320|im, the calculated mode spacing /SX is ~0.26nm.
For this design we set the slot width o f l|im as then the laser can be fabricated by
standard photolithography. This parameter was not changed during the optimization and
simulation processes. The slot depth was chosen to be 1.85^m as for this value the
lowestamplitude transmission was obtained (figure 4.1.8)
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4.2. Tuning modelling
In this section, the sim ulated tuning behaviour for the tunable laser with different slot
period is presented. For the sim ulation a M atLab program m e was used. The program m e
was written previously and was m odified to sim ulate the lasers perform ance presented in
this chapter. The model o f the laser used in this sim ulation is sim pler than the real
fabricated laser structure. Nevertheless it gives an idea about how the tuning behaviour
depends on the slot parameters. The main focus o f those sim ulation is to show how tuning
o f the laser is ahered while changing the slot period. The following conditions have to be
taken into account:
1. A three section laser is used in the sim ulations. The sections are: the front m irror,
central gain section, the back mirror.
2. To reduce com plexity o f the calculations, both m irrors are considered as passive
structures, the active region is only underneath the gain section, which m akes the
simulated laser sim ilar to the industry standard SG-DBR laser.
3. The length o f the gain section is 500|am.
4. The reflection and transm ission used in the sim ulations are set to 0.1 and 0.8,
respectively for each slot.
5. Tem perature effects are not included.
6. The slot width and slot depth are set to l|im and 1.85|am, respectively. As
explained in the previous section, the sloth width o f l|im was chosen to ease the
fabrication

process,

as

then

the

laser can

be

fabricated

using

standard

photolithography. Having deep slots etched to just above the active region m akes
the reflection arising from the slots stronger.
7.

Since the m irrors experience a high level gain especially at high injection currents
and the reflectivity from the mirrors is high, therefore the current range set for the
sim ulation needs to be low.

8. There are nine slots in the front and the back mirrors.

The scattering m atrix method was used to set up the m odelling program m e [4-5] [14]
[9], To run the m odelling program m e first, the input param eters need to be chosen.
The slot num ber on both reflectors is set to nine. Then the different slot periods are
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implemented in the mirrors, for example 97 |im in the front mirror and 108 |im in the
back mirror. For the modelling work presented here, the only parameter varying was
the slot period. The slot width and slot depth were set to 1 (im and 1.85 ^m,
respectively, and were not altered during the calculations. The length of the gain
section was kept constant at 500 nm with the simulated injected current o f 100mA.
The gain data used in this programme were obtained experimentally m Tyndall
National Institute for the wavelength from 1535nm to 1565nm, with the central
wavelength peak o f 1550nm.
The first laser structure considered has nine slots in the front and back mirror with the
slot period o f 91\xm and 108 |^m, respectively to employ the Vernier tuning.

The

central peak wavelength is set to 1550 nm and the gain section is 500 ^m long. The
current injected into the gain section in this simulation is set to 100mA. The injection
currents are changing from 70mA to 10mA with a step of 1mA.
Figure 4.2.1. below shows the simulated output power. The best values of the power
are achieved for high current injected into the back mirror section. The simulated
wavelength and SMSR maps are shown in figures 4.2.2. and 4.2.3 below. Ten distinct
super-modes are present over the tuning range of 30nm for the wavelength from
1535nm to 1565nm. Good SMSR values are achieved for almost the whole map as
seen in figure 4.2.3. The smaller SMSR values occur at the boundaries o f the super
mode hops.
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Figure 4.2.1. Sim ulated output pow er m ap for the laser w ith the slot p erio d s o f 97 jim in the front m irro r and
108 |.im in the back m irror.

(ran)

Figure 4.2.2. Sim ulated w avelength m ap for the laser w ith the slot p erio d o f 9 7 ^ m in the front m irror and
108 i^im in the back m irror.
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1 (mA;

Figure 4.2.3. S im ulated SM SR m ap for the laser w ith the slot period o f 9 7 |im in the front muTor and 108
l^im in the back m irror.

Com bining figures 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 SM SR versus peak w avelength can be plotted as seen
in figure 4.2.4. Ten super-m odes are present, nine o f them with SM SR values more than
30dB. The m odes on the edge o f the gain spectrum exhibit lower SMSR.
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Figure 4.2.4. S M S R versus peak wavelength tor the laser with the slot period o f 97|.im in the front mirror
and 108 ).ini in the back mirror.

The second simulated laser structure has nine slots in both reflectors with the slot period
o f 70^m in the front mirror and 76|im in the back mirror. The central peak wavelength is
1550nm. The currents injected into the mirror sections are changing between 70mA and
10mA with a step o f 1mA. The current injected into the 500fim long central gain section
is set to 100mA.
As seen from figure 4.2.5, the output power reaches the best values for high current
injected into the back mirror section. From the wavelength and SMSR maps it can be
seen that for this region the laser tuning does not work well. No ftirther super-mode hops
occur in the regions where one on the injected current is low. Clear super-mode bands and
islands can be observed from the wavelength tuning map. As seen from figure 4.2.7 lower
SMSR occur as the boundaries o f the super-mode hops.
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Figure 4.2.5. Sim ulated output pow er m ap for the laser w ith the slot p erio d o f 70fim in the front m irror and
76 nm.
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Figure 4.2.6. Sim ulated w avelength m ap for the laser w ith the slot p e n o d o f 70|,im in the front m irror and

76 nm.
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Figure 4.2.7. Sim ulated SM SR m ap for the laser with the slot period o f 70f^im in the front m irro r a n d 76 nm

From figure 4.2.8 six distinct super-m odes can be observ'ed over the tuning range o f about
27nm for the wavelength o f 1537nm to 1564nm. All m odes have SM SR more than 30dB.

'i

IMS

If'50

inm
Figure 4.2.8. SM SR versus peak w avelength for the laser w ith the slot p erio d o f 7 0 |im in the front m irror
and 76 |iiii.
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The third sim ulated laser structure is a laser w ith the slot period o f 52|im in the front
mirror and 57 |um in the back mirror. Again the laser has nine slots in both reflectors. The
currents injected into the m irror section vary from 70mA to 10mA. The current injected
into the central gain section is set to 100mA.
The sim ulated output power, w avelength and SM SR maps are shown in figures 4.2.9,
4.2.10, 4.2.11, respectively. Again, the laser exhibit the best output pow er for the high
current injected into the back m irror section and the low current injected into the front
mirror section. From the w avelength m ap in figure 4.2.10 clear wavelength bands are
visible except the region where the back current is high. N o mode jum ps occur in this
region. As seen from the SM SR tuning map in figure 4.2.11, the tuning islands are clearly
visible with good SM SR values above 30dB. Low SM SR occur at the boundaries o f the
super-mode hops.
(dBm)

1 (m * l

Figure 4.2.9. The simulated power map for the laser with the slot period o f 5 2 |im in the front mirror and
57^111 in the back mirror.
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Figure 4.2.10. The simulated wavelength map for the laser w ith the slot period o f 52^111 in the front m irror
and 57|iin in the back m irror.

(dB)

1 (m *

Figure 4.2.11. The simulated SMSR map for the laser w ith the slot period o f 52^111 in the front m irror and
57|.im in the back mirror.
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Figure 4.2.12. SM SR versus peak w avelength for the laser w ith the slot period o f 52^111 in the front m irror
and 5 7 n m in the back m irror.

As seen from figure 4.2.12 above, six distinct super-m odes are present over the tuning
range o f about 37nm for the w avelength from 1532nm to 1569nm. All modes have good
SM SR m ore than 30dB.
From the sim ulated results it can be seen that the region with poor laser tuning w here the
back injection current is high grows bigger as the slot period is decreasing. The num ber o f
the super-m odes is decreasing with decreasing slot period. The longest laser with the slot
period o f 97^m /108|im has ten distinct m odes while the laser with the shortest slot period
o f 52 (im/57 |am has only six modes. Also as expected, the tuning range and the mode
separation are getting w ider as the slot period is decreasing due to the larger mode
separation. From the sim ulation shown above, lasers with short slot periods were chosen
for the second fabrication run as they have w ider tuning range as well as good SM SR
values for all super-m odes. The results from those particular lasers are presented in
chapter 7.
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Slot period

97|im/108|im

70|im/76|^m

52|im/57|ain

FSR

3.36nm/3.02nm

4.9nm/4.5nm

6.6nm/6.02nm

Tuning range

30nm

27nm

37nm

Number of super-

10

6

6

9

6

6

modes
Number o f super
modes with SMSR
> 30dB

l able 4.1 T uning param eters for the laser w ith the slot p eriods o f 97|.un/108|.im , 70^im /76|im , 5 2 n m /57nni.
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4.3. Mask design
In this section, the tunable mask design process is presented. For the mask design CleW in
4 software was used. The first step is to set the mask size which in our case is 5 inches by
5 inches. The m ask layout consists o f 6 different layers; (i) the e-beam alignm ent marks
are required to control the correct position o f the w afer during the e-beam lithography
process, (ii) the slots positions, (iii) the waveguide layer and also the num ber o f the lasers
on the bar, (iv) the window layer, (v) marks for scribing marks, (vi) waveguide cover and
contacts, cleaving marks.
All the lasers on the bars have the same length -3 1 1 0 |^m to ease the fabrication process.
Layer 1 o f the m ask with e-beam marks is shown in figure 4.3.1. The squares inside the
mask layout are the e-beam lithography marks.

Figure 4.3.1. T he schem atic structure o f the tunable laser m ask layout. T he squares inside represents th e ebeam lithograph y m arks T he o u ter squares, vertical and horizontal lines represent the alig n m en t m arks for
p lacin g the m ask on the right position during th e fabrication p ro cess.

The next step is to mark the slots on the mask. As w as m entioned before, each laser has
nine slots with different periods on the front and the back mirror. The two m irror sets o f
slots are separated by the 500(am gain section. In the design described here, three multi
section type lasers are present: five contact, six contact and nine contact lasers. The six
section lasers have an extra angled slot to separate the phase and the gain section from
one another. The nine section lasers have four extra angled slots placed in front and at the
back o f the m irror sections, to separate different laser sections from one another and to
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prevent the current leakage between different sections. Nine slots on the front and back
mirror act like reflection centres as was explained before. The mask layout with marked
slots positions and the slots for different m ultisection lasers are shown in figures 4.3.2 and
4.3.3, respectively.

Figure 4 3 . 2 . I he mask layout with marked slots positions- green colour.
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Figure 4..3..3. Slots for five, six and nine contact lasers, respectively. All slots presented here have the sam e
width o f 1nm but due to the small scale on the mask som e o f them look thicker than the others.

Once the slot positions are chosen on the mask, the laser w aveguides can be placed. The
ends o f the w aveguides (marked in dark green colour) are angled at 7°. The waveguide
ridge is designed to be 2.5 |am wide. The last layer is the metal cover ( green colour).
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Each laser on the bar has a num ber from one to eleven and each laser bar has its own
num ber by w hich it can be identified. Figure 4.3.4. shows a fragm ent o f the ready mask
for a bar w ith five contact lasers. The blue num bers are the num ber o f each laser on the
bar. The bar num ber is indicated by the green colour. It can be seen that each section o f
the laser is naturally separated by the slots. Looking from the left hand side we have the
SOA section without the slots, the front m irror section with the slots, the gain section, the
back section and the photodetector (PD) section. All lasers on the bar have the same
length to ease the cleaving.

Figure 4.3 .4. Fragment o f the laser mask for the bar with five contact lasers o f different periods.

Figure 4.3.5. show s a fragm ent o f a ready m ask for a bar with a six contact laser. Again as
it was explained before, each laser on the bar has a num ber from one to eleven m arked in
blue colour. The laser bar num ber is again m arked by the green colour. Looking from the
left hand side w e have the SOA section, the front section, the gain section, short phase
section, the back m irror section, and the PD section. The gain section in this case is 400
nm long and the phase section is 100 |im long.
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F igure 4 .3 .5 . Fraem ent o f t h e laser m ask for the bar w ith six contact lasers.

F igure 4.3.6. show s a fragm ent o f a bar w ith nine contact lasers. Sm all isolation contacts
are placed betw een the SO A and the front m irror, the front m irro r and the gain section,
the gain section and the back m irror, and the back m irror and PD section.
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Figure 4.3 .6. Fragment o f the laser mask for the bar with nine contact lasers.

The ready mask is shown in figure 4.3.7. This shows the coverage o f the mask with
varying designs. W e move various designs around to m axim ize the num ber o f different
designs we can accom m odate on the mask.
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a

Figure 4.3.7. Final tunable laser m ask w ith 4 6 2 devices.
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4.4. Fabrication process
The laser structure consists o f five A lG alnA s quantum wells that have a em ission peak
around 1550nm. The active region is surrounded by n and p doped InP cladding layers.
The w aveguide ridge is 2.5 >im wide and was form ed by inductively coupled plasm a
(ICP) dry etching using CN/Ni gas. The slots are etched sim ultaneously with the ridge to
a depth ju st above the active layer. First a 0.5 (im high shallow ridge was formed with the
slot area being protected by SiO : during the dry etching. A fterward the protection layer
was rem oved and a second dry etching was used to form the slots and to etch the ridge to
a depth o f 1.85 |im . The slots in the tunable lasers are about 0.5|im shallower than the
ridge as was determined by this dry etching process. The ridge then was passivated and
metal contacted to finish the laser structure. The etched slot is sufficient to isolate
different sections o f the laser allowing independent current injection. The devices are
cleaved to a desired lengths and an antireflection (AR) coating is applied to the facets.
The whole laser cavity is about 3 mm long, o f which the gain section is set to 500 fim
long to provide enough gain for the laser operation. The standard IQE wafer structure for
laser fabrication is shown in table 4.2. The w afer consists o f 16 layers. Layers from 4 to
13 form waveguide core with 5 AlGalnAs quantum wells.
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Table 4.2. IQ E w afer structure used to fabricate tunable lasers.

The fabrication details shown in this section were provided by Thom as Slight from
Com pound Sem iconductor Technologies.
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The detailed fabrication process is described as follows; (i) a 300nm layer o f Silicone
nitride is deposited on the top o f the wafer

|SiNx

w afer

(ii)

then the spin resist layer is applied and positions o f the slots are marked by e- beam

lithography. Here we show the etching process used for both shallow and deep slots. The
deep slots are those used in our Vernier lasers.

shallow slots

(iii)

deep slots

the third step is the dry etching o f the nitride. The slots are etched through the nitride

layer.
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(iv)

(v)

the next step is to apply the strip resist and oxide layer (marked in blue colour)

the patterned oxide layer is left to protect the shallow slots pattern and another spin

resist layer is applied to form the ridge o f the laser

ridge
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(v i) th e n e x t ste p is to d ry etch th e d ie le c tric a n d a n o th e r strip re sist is a p p lie d to sta rt
fo rm in g th e d e e p slo ts an d 0 .5 (im h ig h rid g e. O n th e rig h t h a n d sid e an e n d v ie w o f th e
w a v e g u id e is d e p ic te d .

]

(v ii)

th e first in d u c tiv e ly c o u p le d p la s m a d ry e tc h in g (IC P ) u sin g C I 2 /N 2 gas is u se d h e re

to fo rm th e d e e p slo ts

3

(v iii)

th e o x id e la y e r is se le c tiv e ly re m o v e d . O n th e rig h t h a n d sid e a n en d v ie w o f th e

w a v e g u id e is d e p ic te d .
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(ix) the second dry o f inductively coupled plasm a etching is used to form the shallow
slots and the ridge to a depth o f 1.85|im, On the right hand side an end view o f the
waveguide is depicted.
A fter form ing the slots and the ridge, the p-metal is deposited on the structure and the p
contacts are formed by lift-off lithography. It is a method for patterning deposited films
and films w hich are difficult to dry etch. A pattern is defined on a substrate using
photoresist and standard photolithography. A film is blanket- deposited all over the
substrate, covering the photoresist and areas w here the photoresist has been cleared.
During the actual lifting-off the photoresist under the film is rem oved with solvent,
taking the film with it, and leaving only the film which was deposited directly on the
substrate.
To ease the fabrication process, the slot width is set to 1 jim, which m akes it suitable for
the standard photolithography although in this case e-beam lithography was used to set
the slot positions. The slot depth is 1.85 |im . Figure 4.4.1. shows SEM pictures o f slots
and ridge, precisely. The slot are uniform and have vertical walls. All slots have
rectangular shape.
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Figure 4.4.1. SEM p icture o f slots and ridge.

3415|im

3225^im
Figure 4.4.2. A picture o f a ready subm ount o f 5 contact lasers. E leven laser are placed on a single laser
chip. F rom left hand side; S em ico n d u cto r O ptical A m p lifier-S O A section, front m irror, gain section, back
m irror, photo detector-P D section.

Conclusion
The designing m ethod and the fabrication process o f a m ulti-section tunable laser were
presented in this chapter. Using M atLab software it was possible to complete the slot
optim ization and to extract m odelling tuning maps o f the lasers. For the first fabrication
run detailed later, the laser with the shorter slot period was chosen as they show the
widest tuning range and good SM SR values for all super-modes. The tunable laser mask
design process was also described in this chapter. Three types o f tunable laser were
placed on the mask: five contact laser, six contact lasers and nine contact lasers. Finally
the full fabrication process was described. From the first fabrication run we got four
subm ounts with eleven laser placed on each o f them: one subm ount with five contact
lasers, one subm ount with six contact lasers and two subm ounts with nine contact lasers,
in total forty- four lasers. From the second fabrication run we got fourteen submounts
with eleven lasers on each o f them: six subm ounts with five contact lasers, five
submounts with six contact lasers and three subm ounts with nine contact lasers. In total
154 lasers. The com plete tunable lasers characterization is presented in chapter 5,6,7.
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Chapter 5. Tunable lasers
characteristics
Introduction
W idely tu nable sem iconductor laser are the k ey com ponents in dense - w avelength
division m u ltip lex ed (D W D M ) telecom m unication system s [1] [2] [3], T unable lasers are
also needed in o th er im portant m arkets such as trace gas detection for environm ental
em ission m o n ito n n g [4] [5] . S em ico n d u cto r tunable lasers also p lay an im portant role in
w av elen g th co n v erters [6] [7] and w avelength routing [8] w here optical- electronicoptical converters d etect any input channel and convert it to any output channel. T hey can
also be used for p hased array radar system s that use true- tim e delay beam steering [9],
So far, a nu m b er o f m onolithic w av elen g th -tu n ab le lasers have been developed such as
the sam p led -g ratin g distributed B ragg reflector (S G -D B R ) lasers [10] [11] [12], the
sup er-stru ctu re grating distributed B ragg reflecto r (S S G -D B R ) lasers [13] [14] [15], the
digital su perm ode d istributed B ragg reflector (D S -D B R ) lasers [16] [17] [18] and tunable
D FB [19] [20] [21] and slotted laser arrays (T L A s) [22], H ow ever, such structures apart
from that in [22] are conv en tio n ally fabricated w ith an em b edded grating, w hich requires
at least one re-g ro w th step co m p licatin g the device fabrication and therefore increasing
the device cost. To reduce the cost, co m p lex ity and to increase the w afer yield, our group
has recen tly d em o n strated single m ode lasers and w avelength tu n ab le lasers based on
slots [22] [23]. T he m erit o f this laser p latform is th at it is re-grow th free, can be
fabricated b y standard photolith o g rap h y and is in h eren tly suitable for photonic integration
due to th e high reflectivity o f the m irror sections. S uch a laser p latfo rm has several
advantages; a sig n ificant reduction o f cost, it enables the use o f A lG a ln A s m aterials for
high tem p eratu re o peration and also enables the integration w ith other optical com ponents
i.e. sem ico n d u cto r optical am plifiers (S O A ) to control the output pow er and w ith e lec tro 
abso rptio n and M ach-Z ehnder m odulators [24].
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In this chapter, five- section, six- section and nine- section widely tunable lasers are
presented and charcterized. The design o f six- section laser includes a phase section for
fine tuning. A nine- section laser has extra contacts between the main laser sections to
improve the laser performance. A short section sem iconductor optical am plifer (SOA ) is
integrated w ith all lasers. The fabricated lasers has a very wide tuning range from -4 0 n m
to ~ 55 nm w ith 9 to 12 superm odes with side mode suppression ratio over 30dB.
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5.1. Five contact laser

Nine slots front m irror with the slot period o f 97^m , nine slots back m irror with the
slot period o f 108 fim
The five section lasers presented in this chapter have the same epitaxial structure. The
only difference is in the slot periods varying from the long one for both m irrors, 97/108
|im , towards the short one, 70/76 i^m, to extend the Vernier tuning range. As m entioned
in the previous chapter the tuning range depends on the slot period [25]

Af,

where

/tj

are free spectral ranges FSRs for the front and back m irrors respectively.

The free spectral range (FSR) is determ ined as

-----------------

(5 2)

2 * « g *c^P, .b

where A is the central wavelength, in this case is set to 1550nm,

is the group index o f

the active waveguide set to 3.5, and (ip^,dp^axQ the slot periods in the front and back
mirror, respectively. Therefore shorter slot period results in bigger FSR and larger tuning
range.
In order to get a higher fraction o f the total em itted power from the front, it is
advantageous to use a design with a shorter slot period at the front than at the back [26].
The schem atic structure o f the laser is shown in figure 5.1.1 below.
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Bac k
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Figure 5. 1. 1. F ive section tunable laser sch em atic structure.

For the laser characterisation, four current sources were used independently to inject
current to the SOA, gain and two m irror sections. The device was m ounted on heat sink
which was held to a constant tem perature o f 20°C using a therm oelectric cooling device.
The currents injected into the SOA and the gain sections were kept constant and set to 20
and 100 niA, respectively with the PD section left unbiased. The currents injected into the
two mirror sections were scanned from 0 to 300 mA with a step o f 2 mA. The photodiode
and picoam m eter were used to record the coupled output pow er to determ ine if the
coupling efficiency is stable. The output spectra, peak wavelength and side mode
suppression ratio (SM SR) were recorded using an optical spectrum analyser with a
resolution bandw idth o f 0.01 nm and a sensitivity o f -75dB.
The experimental set-up to m easure the perform ance o f the lasers is shown schem atically
in figure 5.1.2. The same set-up is used for characterisation o f all lasers described in this
chapter.
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Figure 5 1 2. An experim ental set-up to ch aracterize five section tunable laser.

First we characterised the laser with the slot periods o f 97 |im and 108

for the front

and back mirror, respectively. With a group index o f 3.5 this yields a FSR in both mirrors
o f 3.36 and 3.02 nm, respectively. Using the formula to calculate the frequency:

where f is freguency, c is speed o f light and X is wavelength. Substituting c=3*10^ m/s
and >.i=1.55*10'‘’m we get the frequency fi=465GHz. The next channel is 3.5 nm apart
therefore the wavelength is A.2=1.5535*10'^m. Substituting again c=3*10^ m/s and
X2=1.5535*10‘^’m into equation we get f2=465.9GHz. the difference between the channel
frequencies is equal to

L,ff =f2-A
we get the channel spacing o f about 400GHz.
The front and back reflectors length are 873 |im and 972 |am, respectively.
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The output power map versus currents injected into the front and back m irror is shown in
Figure 5.1.3 below. It can be seen that the output pow er is dependent on the currents
injected to the m irror sections and it is increasing with increasing current injected to the
front mirror. The back m irror does not strongly affect the output power although as we
will see, tuning can still be achieved through adapting the back current. In this case the
higher power, m arked in red colour on the map, is obtained for the front current from 270
to 300 mA. The scales for all tuning maps go from small values o f output power, SM SR,
wavelength low values marked in blue toward high values marked in red.

Output power map

(dBm)

Back Current (mA)
Figure 5.1.3. Output power map versus currents injected into the mirror sections for a laser with the slot
penods o f 9?nm for the front mirror and 108|im for the back mirror.
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Figure 5.1.4. Wavelength map versus currents nijected into mirror sections for a laser with the slot period o f
97|.im for the front mirror and 108^111 for the back mirror.

As mentioned before the currents injected into the front and back mirror sections are
scanned between 0 and 300 m A with the step o f 2 niA. For each pair o f the front and bacic
currents, the wavelength, SMSR and output power is recorded using an optical spectrum
analyzer OSA. The recorded values o f wavelength, SMSR and power are then plotted
against the injected currents resuhing in tuning maps to clearly see how these parameters
are changing with current changes.
As can be seen in figure 5.1.4 super-mode hopping occurs at the boundaries o f each
colour w ithin this map. SMSR at least over 30 dB is required for the lasing to be
designated as single mode output. As can be seen form figures 5.1.4 and 5.1.5, there are
very large regions indicated in red colour, where the SMSR is very high but there are also
some small region where the SMSR has a low value. The effect occurs due to the mode
competition, usually when one o f the currents injected to the m irror sections is high.
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Figure 5.1.5. SMSR map versus currents injected into the m irror sections lo r a laser w ith the slot periods o f
97|^im for the front m irror and lOSfiin for the back mirror.
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Figure 5.1.6. Wavelength 3D mesh map versus currents injected into the m irro r sections for a laser w ith the
slot period o f 97|im for the front m irror and 108^111 for the back mirror.
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Figure 5.1.6. shows the mesh map in which it is easier to see the transitions from one
wavelength to another. It shows the wavelength plotted versus currents injected into the
front and back m irrors in the 3D view. The steps o f colour on the m ap correspond to
different wavelengths.
Com bining figures 5.1.4 and 5.1.5 the SM SR versus wavelength over all injected currents
can be found. To obtain the precise tuning range as well as the num ber o f superm odes the
SM SR against peak wavelength is plotted.

For each pair o f scanned front and back

current from figures 5.1.4 and 5.1.5, the values for the peak wavelength as well as the
SM SR were extracted. Then the SM SR against peak w avelength for each front and back
current combination is plotted as shown in figure 5.1.7. A discrete tuning behaviour for
14 superm odes can be found over the tuning range o f 50 nm from 1532 nm to 1580nm.
The first 3 modes on the blue side o f the spectrum suffer from a low SM SR less than 30
dB. For the wavelength range from 1545nm to 1580 nm all modes exhibit SM SR values
higher than 40 dB.

5 0 ---------------- i---------------- 1-----------------1----------------- 1---------------- r
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Figure 5.1.7. SM SR versus peak w avelength for a laser w ith the slot period o f 97^im for the front m irror
and 108^m for the back m irror.

Again com bining figures 5.1.3 and 5.1.4 the output pow er versus wavelength over all
injected currents is shown in figure 5.1.8. The output pow er is not uniform for all super113

modes. The m odes on the red side o f the spectrum exhibit higher output power. W here
the SM SR is large the power is also large showing that there is good single mode lasing at
these w avelengths with a particular current injection combination.
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Figure 5.1.8. Output power versus peak wavelength for a laser w'lth the slot period o f 97fiin for the front
mirror and 108^m for the back mirror
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Nine slots front mirror with the slot period of 86^nl, nine slots back
mirror with the slot period of 97 |iim

The next laser characterised here has the slot periods o f 86 |a,m in the front m irror and 97
(im in the back mirror, which leads to FSR o f 3.8nm and 3.36 nm, respectively. The
m irror lengths are 774 (im and 873 |im for the front and back, respectively.
The output power map is shown in the figure 5.1.9 below. As can be seen there are two
regions where the output pow er is in high: the first one for the front current from 280m A
to 300mA and the second one for the front current from 150mA to 200mA.

Output pow er m ap

(dBm)

Back Current (mA)

Figure 5.1.9. O utput pow er m ap versus cu rren ts injected into the m irror sections for a laser w ith the slot
period 0186^111 for the front m irror and 97|.ini for the back m irror.

The wavelength and the SM SR maps are shown in the figures 5.1.10 and 5.1.11,
respectively. As seen in the figure 5.1.10, the w avelength is not changing sm oothly with
the injected currents. Also as can be seen in the SM SR map in figure 5.1.11, the laser
suffers from the mode com petition showing big regions with low SMSR.
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Figure 5.1.10. W avelength tuning m ap versus currents injected into the m irror sections for a laser w ith the
slot period o f 8 6 |im for the front m irror and 97^1 for the back mirror.
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Figure 5.1.11. SM SR m ap versus currents injected into the m irror sections for a laser w ith the slot perio d o f
86|.i for the front m irror and 9 7 ^ m for the back mirror.
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Figure 5.1.12 shown below shows the extracted SM SR versus corresponding peak
w avelength for all injected currents. A discrete tuning range can be obtained for the
wavelength o f 1535nm to 1580 nm. M odes for the wavelength from 1550nm to 1580 nm
show a good SM SR values over 40 dB therefore the tuning range is 30nm. The output
power versus peak w avelength is shown in figure 5.1.13. W here the SM SR is high the
power is also high showing that there is good singe m ode lasing at these w avelengths
with a particular current injection combination.

W a v e le n g th (nm)

Figure 5 . 1 1 2 . SM SR versus peak w avelength for a laser w ith the slot period o f 86nm for the front m irro r
and 97|^ini for the back m irro r
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Wavelength (nm)

F igure 5.1.13. O utput pow er versus peak w avelength fo r a laser v/ith the slot period o f 86|.im fo r the back
m irro r and 97|.im fo r the back m irror.

Figure 5.1.14 below shows a mesh wavelength map in which it is easier to see the
transitions from one mode to another.
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Figure 5.1.14. W avelength m esh m ap versus currents injected into the m irror sections lor a laser with the
slot period o f 86nm for the front m irror and 97|.im for the back mirror.

For a com parison we checked the device with the sam e slot periods o f 86 |im and 97 ^m
as the one described above, but placed further dow n on a laser submount.
The output power is shown in figure 5.1.15 below. As it can be seen the output has a high
value for high front injection current.
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Figure 5.1.15. T he output pow er m ap versus currents injected into the m irro r sections for a laser w ith the
slot perio d o f 8 6 p m for the front m irror and 9 7 n m for the b ack mirror.
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Figure 5.1.16. W avelength m ap versus currents injected into both m irro r sections for a laser w ith the slot
period o f 8 6 p for the front m irror and QT^m for the back m irror.
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SMSR map

(dBm)

B ack C u rren t (mA)

F ig u r e 5 1 1 7

S M S R m ap v e r s u s cu rren ts in je c te d in to b o th m irror s e c tio n s for a la se r w ith the so t p e r io d
o f 86^1111 for th e front m irror an d 9 7 |.im for the b a c k m irror.

The w avelength and SM SR maps are shown in the figures 5.1.16 and 5.1.17 above. The
w avelength bands in this case are sm ooth and clearly visible. It can be seen that there is
still som e mode com petition resulting in some low SM SR values. This effect here occurs
for high currents injected into the m irror sections which m ay be due to the heating
problem in the laser. Figure 5.1.18 shows m esh w avelength map.
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Figure 5 .1 1 8 . W avelength m esh m ap versus currents injected into the b o th m irror sections for a laser with
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the slot p erio d s o f 86[^ini and 9 7 |im for the back m irror.
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Figure 5.1.19. S M S R versus peak w avelength for a laser w ith the slot perio d o f 86|.im for the front m irror
and 97 f^im for back mirror.
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F ig u r e 5 .1 .2 0 . O u tp u t p o w e r v e r s u s p ea k w a v e le n g t h for a laser w ith th e slo t p e r io d o f

86^1111

for th e front

m irror an d 9 7 n m for th e b a ck m irror.

Figures 5.1.19 and 5.1.20 show plotted SM SR and power versus wavelength for all
injected currents, respectively. As can be seen in figure 5.1.19, 12 super-m odes are
accessible for w avelength from 1528 nm to 1579 nm. 11 o f the super-m odes have the
SM SR greater than 30 dB for the wavelength from 1532nm to 1570nm. The tuning range
for DBR type lasers exceeds the longitudinal mode spacing, a continuous change in
tuning current will lead to a stepw ise change in lasing frequency known as discrete tuning
[27]. Overall the discrete tuning range is 42 nm long.

The output power versus

w avelength plotted in figure 5.1.20 is uniform with a variation within 2dBm. h is clearly
seen that the perform ance o f the laser with the sam e structure but placed further down on
the laser bar is m uch better. The reason for that is that the lasers placed on the edge o f the
bar are more likely to be damaged during the fabrication process.
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Nine slots, front mirror with the slot period of 70|iini, nine slots back
mirror with the slot period of 80 ^m

The laser described in this section has slots periods o f 70 |im for the front m irror and 80
^m for the back mirror. The FSRs are 4.9 nm and 4.3 nm for the front and back mirror,
respectively. The front m irror length is 630

and the back m irror length is 720 jim.

The output power map is shown in figure 5.1.21 below. The pow er reaches higher values
with increasing front and back current. The best output power is achieved for the current
com bination o f 150 mA for the front current and the back current for 50 mA to 300 mA.
O utput pow er m ap

(dBm)

Back C urrent (mA)

Figure 5.1.21. Output power versus currents injected into the mirror section for a laser with the slot period
o f 70^m for the front mirror and 80|im for the back m irror

The wavelength and SM SR tuning m aps versus currents injected into the front and back
m irror are shown in figures 5.1.22 and 5.1.23, respectively. In figure 5.1.22 the super
m odes islands are clearly visible for all currents injected into the front and back m irror
sections. The SM SR map in figure 5.1.23 shows some regions w ith low SM SR for
increasing front and back currents. This effect occurs due to the tem perature problem in
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the laser. Lower SM SR also occurs at the boundary o f super-m ode hopping. Figure
5.1.24. shows mesh 3 D wavelength map.
The SM SR and power versus wavelength for are shown in figures 5.1.25 and 5.1.26,
respectively. In this case, in figure 5.1.27, the discrete tuning range is 45 nm for the
wavelength range from 1530 nm to 1575 nm. This figure shows that ~ 13 distinct super
mode positions are visible. Some o f these are very broad (>1 nm ) and it is difficult to
determ ine if this is one m ode or two. The m odes at the end o f the range show low SM SR
values < 25 dB.
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Figure 5.1.22. W avelength map versus currents mjected nito the both mirror section for a laser with the slot
period o f TO^im for the front mirror and 80|.im for the back mirror.
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Figure 5.1.23. SMSR map versus currents injected nito the both m irror sections for a laser w ith the slot
period o f 70^m for the front m irror and 80pm for the back m irror.
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Figure 5.1.24. Wavelength mesh map versus currents injected into the both m irror sections for a laser w ith
the slot period o f 70pm for the front m irro r and 80pm for the back m irro r
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W av elen g th (nm)

F ig u re 5 .1 .2 5 . S M S R v e rsu s p e a k w a v e le n g th fo r a la se r w'ith the slot p e rio d o f 70|.im for th e front m irro r
a n d 80^1111 fo r th e b a c k m irror.
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W avelength (nm)

F ig u re 5 .1 .2 6 . O u tp u t p o w e r v e rsu s p e a k w a v e le n g th fo r a la se r w ith th e slot p e rio d o f 7 0 |im for th e front
m irro r a n d SOjim fo r th e b a c k m irror.

In figure 5.1.25 m odes on the blue side o f the spectnjm show lower SM SR. Generally
tunable lasers suffer from a low er SM SR on the blue side and the red side o f gain
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spectaim due to their large gain differences [26]. Therefore the super modes on the red
side experience a higher gain comparing with those in blue side, which results in lower
SMSRs on the blue side compare with the red side. To increase the SMSR on the blue side
o f the spectrum we increased the current injected to the gain section to 150 mA. Figure
5.1.27 shows SMSR for the gain current o f 100 mA- marked in red and SMSR for the
gain current o f 150 mA- marked in blue. It can be seen in the figure that increasing the
current injected into the gain section significant improved the SMSR values on the blue
and red side o f the spectrum. SMSR for the first mode for the wavelength o f 1530 nm
increased now from 25dB to 45dB. A ll super-modes now exhibit an SMSR over 40 dB.
Figure 5.1.28 shows the output power versus wavelength peak for the current injected
into the gain section o f 100mA-blue and 150mA-red. The best SMSR value is about
48dB. The output power also increases with increasing gain current.
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Figure 5.1.27. SMSR versus peak wavelength for the current injected into the gain section of: 100mA- red,
150mA- blue.
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Figure 5.1.28. (X itp u t po w e r versus peak w avelength fo r the current injected in to the gain section of:
1OOmA-blue, 150m A-red.
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Nine slots front mirror with the slot period of 70]iim, nine slots back
mirror with the slot period of 76 ^m
The laser presented in this section has a slot period o f 70 i^rn for the front m irror and 76
|im for the back mirror, which lead to FSR o f 4.9nm and 4.5nm , respectively. The mirror
lengths are 630 |im and 684 |im for the front and back, respectively.
The output power is shown in figure 5.1.29. W hen the currents injected into the m irror
sections increase, the output pow er also increases.

Output pow er map

(dBm)

Back Current (mA)

Figure 5.1.29. Output power versus currents injected into the both mirror sections for a laser with the slot
period o f 70nm for the front mirror and 76|im for the back mirror.

Figures 5.1.30 and 5.1.31 show the wavelength and SM SR m aps, respectively. From these
figures clear super m ode positions with high SM SR are observed over a discrete
discontinuous tuning range o f 55 nm. The wavelength bands are smooth and the
wavelength islands are clearly visible. The SM SR m ap shows big islands with high
SM SR values. Figure 5.1.32 shows a m esh w avelength map. Plotting the data as SM SR
and coupled output pow er versus w avelength shows the regions o f high SM SR and pow er
at particular w avelengths as in figures 5.1.33 and 5.1.34 below. From figure 5.1.33 ~ 15
distinct super- m odes are visible over a wide discontinuous tuning range from 1525 nm to
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1580nm. Fourteen o f them show the SMSR greater than 30 dB. The highest SMSR value
is around 45 dB. The output power shown in figure 5.1.34 is uniform for all super-modes
w ith the variation between them within 2dBm.
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Figure 5.1 ..'^0. Wavelength map versus currents injected into the both mirror sections for laser with the slot
periods o f TO^un for the front mirror and 76|.im for the back mirror.
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Figure 5.1.31. SMSR map versus currents injected into the both m irror sections for a laser w ith the slot
period o f 7()|Lim for the front m irror and 76^m for the back mirror.
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Figure 5.1.32. Wavelength mesh map versus currents injected into the both m irro r sections for a laser with
the slot periods o f 70nm for the front m irror and 76pm for the back mirror.
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Figure 5.1.33. SM SR versus peak w avelength for a laser w ith the slot period o f TOjim for the front m irror
and 76(im for the back mirror.
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Figure 5.1 34. P ow er versus peak w avelength for a laser w ith the slot period o f TOfim for the front m irror
and 76^1111 for the back m irror.
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Nine slots on the front mirror with the slot period of 97|iim, five slots on
the back mirror with the slot period of 108 ^m.

The laser presented here has nine slots on the front m irror with slot period o f

and

five slots on the back m irror w ith slot period o f 108 |im . The m irror lengths are 873 |im
and 540 ^m for the front and back mirror, respectively. The output power m ap is shown
in figure 5.1.35 below. The super-m ode structure is visible on the map. The output power
increases with increasing currents injected into the front and back mirror.
Output power map

(dBm)

Back Current (mA)

Figure 5.1 35. The output power map for the laser with nine slots on the front mirror and five slots on the
back mirror.

Figures 5.1.36 and 5.1.37 show the wavelength tuning map and the SM SR map,
respectively. The wavelength map does not have clear w avelength bands as the m aps for
the lasers with nine slots on both m irrors. From figure 5.1.36 the wavelength tuning range
can be estim ated as 40nm . Maps appear squashed com pared with nine-nine slots case.
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Figure 5.1 ..^6. The Wavelength tunmg map for the laser w ith nnie slots on the front m irro r and five slots on
the back mirror.
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Figure 5 .1 .37. SMSR map for the laser w ith nine slots on the front m irror and five slots on the back mirror.
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Figure 5.1.38. SMSR versus peak wavelength for the laser w ith nine slots on the front m irror and five slots
on the back mirror.
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Figure 5.1.39. Output power versus peak wavelength for the laser w ith nine slots on the front m irror and
live slots on the back mirror.

Figures 5.1.38 and 5.1.39 above show S M SR plotted versus peak wavelength and the
output power plotted versus peak wavelength, respectively. Thirteen super-modes are
present over the tuning range o f about 40nm for the wavelength from 1528nm to 1568nm.
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Eleven super-m odes exhibit the SM SR greater than 30dB for the w avelength from
1535nm to 1568nm. The first two m odes placed on the edge o f the gain spectrum have
SM SR lower than 30dB.

From figure 5.1.39 the output power is observed not to be

uniform for all super-modes. The first three m odes have lower output power.

A

w avelength map in 3D is shown in figure 5.1.40 below.

W avelength map
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Figure 5.1.40. W avelength tuning m ap in 3D for the laser w ith the slot period o f 97(^un and 108|^tm, and nnie
slots in the front m in o r and five slots in the back mirror.
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Conclusion
Lasers w ith different slot periods from long to short were presented in this section. Also
a laser with nine slots on the front m irror and five slots on the back m irror was
characterized here. All tuning maps for the laser w ith nine slots on the both m irrors show
sim ilar trends; (i) two sym m etry lines: one horizontal for a low current injected into the
front mirror, and one vertical for a low current injected into the back mirror, for SG -D BR
type lasers

show a diagonal sym m etry line (ii) the tuning islands go from big toward

small as the currents injected into the both mirror sections are increasing, where for SGDBR laser the tuning islands go from small toward big as the m irror currents are
increasing, (iii) the w idest tuning range o f around 55nm was obtained for a laser with the
shortest slot period o f 70nm in the front m irror and 76|im in the back m irror (figures
5.1.29-5.1.34). The biggest num ber o f 15 super-m odes is from a laser w ith the slot period
o f 70/76nm . The laser with slot period o f 97/108^m has 14 super- m odes, the laser with
slot period o f 70/80|im has 13 super- modes and the laser with slot period o f 86/97^m has
12 super-m odes. We w ant to have a big num ber o f super-m odes to get w ide tuning range
and also to cover as m any w avelengths as possible. The super-m ode spacing is controlled
by the distance betw een the slots etched on the laser waveguide. To boost the output
pow er and SM SR o f the m odes at the edge o f the spectrum , we can increase the current
injected into the central gain section. The best laser o f all presented in this chapter is the
laser with the slot period o f 70/76^m . It exhibits the w idest tuning range o f 55 nm with
the biggest num ber o f super- modes. Only the first super- m ode has a SM SR slightly
lower than 30 dB but it can be easily improved by increasing the current injected into the
gain. Also it has a good output power for alm ost all currents injected into the front and
back m irror as shown in figure 5.1.29. The wavelength and SM SR maps show clear
tuning islands and sym m etry lines.
The laser with nine/five slots does not perform as well as the laser with nine slots on both
m irrors. The tuning maps do not show clear trends: there are no sym m etry lines and no
order in placing the tuning islands. The laser has a tuning range o f 40 nm which is about
10 nm shorter than the tuning range o f the lasers with equal slot number. In

future

designs this type o f laser will not be considered due to its poor perform ance. Instead to
m ake the laser cavity shorter a laser with sm aller num ber o f slots on each mirror, for
exam ple eight/eight, seven/seven will be considered.
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5.2. Six section tunable laser
Nine slots on the front mirror with the slot period of 70^nl, nine slots on
the back mirror with the slot period of 76 ^m.
Including another section between the gain section and one o f the m irror sections can
improve the quasi-continuous tuning o f the laser diode. From Chapter 2 the quasicontinuous tuning is accom plished by joining overlapping small regim es which are
continuously tunable by a single longitudinal m ode to achieve a large w avelength
coverage [26] . This is achieved as this addictional section can act like a phase section in
an SG-DBR laser [28] [29] [30] [31], By changing the current injected into the phase
section o f the laser, it is possible to re-tune the lasing peak to a new position w ith a high
SM SR value and therefore to improve that laser performance.
The laser consists o f six independent sections: first the SOA- sem iconductor optical
amplifier, the front mirror, the gain section, the phase section, the back m irror and the PDphotodiode section. All sections are electrically isolated from each other by the slots
between them. The gain section in this case is 400 |im long, and the phase section is 100
|im long. For the experiment with the phase tuning we chose a device with the shortest
slot period o f 70 ^im in the front m irror and 76 )im in the back m irror as it shows the best
perform ance from the results above.
The first part o f the experiment and experim ental set up were the same as it was for the
five section lasers described in the previous section. In this case an extra current source is
added to inject the current into the phase section during the second part o f the experiment.
The six section laser was mounted on an AIN carrier and placed on a copper heat sink
which was m ounted on a therm oelectric cooler (TEC) to control the chip tem perature.
The tem perature was set constant to 20"C. Five independent current sources were used to
inject the current into the gain, phase, SOA, and both mirrors. For the first set o f
m easurem ents, the phase section was connected to the gain section. The currents injected
into the gain and SOA sections were set at 100mA and 20mA with the PD left unbiased.
The currents injected into the front and back m irror sections were both scanned between 0
and 300m A with a step o f 2mA. The output spectra were recorded using an optical
spectrum analyzer with a resolution bandwidth o f 0.1 nm and a sensitivity o f -75dB. The
schem atic structure o f a six section laser is shown if figure 5.2.1 below.
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Figure 5 .2 .1. Schematic structure o f six section tunable laser.

The output pow er map is shown in figure 5.2.2 below. As is can be seen the output power
increases when the current injected into the front m irror increases. The w avelength and
SM SR tuning maps are shown in figures 5.2.3 and 5.2.4, respectively. The super-mode
hoping islands are clearly visible for all modes over the discrete tuning range. Figure
5.2.4 shows that there are large regions o f red colour indicating a very high SM SR. The
blue regions corresponding to low SM SR values can be elim inated by using the phase
tuning.
Output power m ap

(dBm)

Back Current (mA)

Figure 5.2.2. Output power versus currents injected into the both mirror sections for a six section laser with
the slot period o f 70|.im for the front mirror and 76^111 for the back mirror.
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Figure 5.2.3. The wavelength tuning map versus currents injected into the both m irrors sections for a six
section laser w ith the slot period o f 70^m for the front m irro r and 76|.i for the back mirror.
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Figure 5.2.4. The SMSR tuning map versus currents injected into both m irror sections for a six section laser
w ith the slot period o f 70|.im for the front m irro r and 76|jm for the back mirror.

The extracted SMSR and output power are shown in figures 5.2.5 and 5.2.6, respectively.
Twelve super-modes around 1525-1570nm show good SMSR greater than 30dB. The
higher SMSR value is around 45 dB for the wavelength o f 1560nm. From figure 5.2.6 it
can be seen that the output power is not uniform for all super-modes. Super-modes for the
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wavelength from

1540-1555nm exhibit lower output power. Com paring w ith the

wavelength tuning maps in figure 5.2.3 it can be seen that these are the modes with a
particular com bination o f high currents injected to the both mirrors. The output power
may be lower due to the heating dissipation problems. Figure 5.2.7. shows mesh
wavelength tuning map.

W avelength (nm)

Figure 5.2.5. SM SR versus peak wavelength for a six section laser with the slot period o f 70nm for the
front mirror and 76|.ini for the back mirror.
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Figure 5.2.6. Output power versus peak wavelength for a six section laser w ith the slot period o f 70^ for the
front m irror and 76nm for the back mirror.
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Figure 5.2.7 Mesh wavelength tuning map versus currents injected into the both mirrors for a six section
laser w ith the slot period o f 70|^m for the front m irror and 76|.i for the back mirror.
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Phase tuning
Due to the m ode com petition, there are regions m arked in blue in the SM SR maps
corresponding to low SMSR. To improve the laser perform ance and to get only single
m ode operation we use the phase tuning. During the first part o f the experim ent the tuning
maps were taken and the gain and phase section were connected together. For the second
part o f the experim ent, the gain and phase sections were disconnected from one another.
The currents injected now to the gain and phase section were 80mA and 20mA,
respectively.
Figures 5.2.8-5.2.10 show exam ples o f recorded output spectrum for three different
super-m odes before and after changing the current injected into the phase section. Figure
5.2.8 shows the output spectrum for the super-m ode w ith injected currents o f 150mA for
the front m irror and 220m A for the back mirror. The spectrum before the phase tuning is
m arked in blue colour. It can be seen that for this particular currents com bination there is
strong m ode competition: four strong modes are visible for the wavelength o f around
1543nm, 1547nm, 1562nm, 1568nm, the strongest super-m ode is for the wavelength o f
1547nm. By changing the phase current from 20m A to 60mA, mode com petition is
elim inated and a good single m ode lasing is achieved for the w avelength o f 1547nm.
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Figure 5.2.8. Output spectrum for the front current o f 150mA and the back current o f 220mA, with injected
phase current o f 20mA- blue, 60mA- red.
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Figure 5.2.9 shows the output spectrum for the mode with the injection current o f 200mA
for the front m irror and 80mA for the back mirror. Three strong modes competing are
clearly visible for the wavelength o f 1560nm, 1565nm, 1570nm. Decreasing the phase
current pushes the spectrum toward the blue side and now a mode for the wavelength o f
1555nm is dominating, although the mode competition is not fu lly eliminated in this case
giving the SMSR value o f about 20dB.
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Figure 5.2.9. Output spectrum for the mjected currents o f 200m A for the front mirror and 80m A for the
back mirror, with phase current o f 0m A - red, 20m A - blue.

Figure 5.2.10 shows the output spectrum for the current set o f 220mA for the front m irror
and 220mA for the back mirror, with gain and phase currents o f 80mA and 20mA,
respectively marked in blue colour. There are two strong modes for the wavelength o f
1565nm and 1570nm, where the mode for 1570nm is dominating. Decreasing the phase
and gain currents to 0mA and 48mA, respectively, pushes the spectrum toward the blue
side. The mode competition is fu lly eliminated and the lasing mode is now for the
wavelength o f 1565nm.
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Figure 5.2 10 O utput spectrum for the injected currents o f 22()mA for the front m irror and 220m A for the
back m irror, w ith phase current o f 20m A and the gain current o f 80m A -blue, and phase current o f 0m A
and the gam current o f 48m A -red.

The next step was to m n a scan for regions with low SM SR for the currents of:(i) front
current from 170 mA to 270 mA and back c u n en t frotn 50mA to 150 mA, (ii) front
current from 230m A to 300m A and back current 150mA to 230m A , and (iii) for front
current from 280 mA to 300 mA and back current from 230m A to 300 mA. The SOA and
the gain currents were kept constant again with values o f 20mA and 80m A, respectively.
The phase current was scanned between 0-50m A with the step o f 1mA for every pair o f
the front and back currents. Figures 5.2.11-5.2.13 show an exam ple data taken from the
phase scan for the front current o f 230m A and back current o f 220m A. This current set
corresponds to a peak wavelength o f 1535nm.

Figure 5.2.11 shows how the peak

w avelength is tuned with injected phase current. As can be seen in this case the
w avelength is tuned by about 0.3 nm from 1535.4 to 1535.7 nm. Figure 5.2.12 show
SM SR plotted versus phase current. For the initial set o f the phase current o f 20m A, the
SM SR has a low value less than lOdB. It can be observed that the SM SR changes with
scanned phase current. For small current injected in to the phase section from 0 to 10mA,
the SM SR increases to 20 dB. For phase current from 32 to 50m A, the value o f SM SR is
high, about 35dB. Figure 5.2.13 shows peak wavelength versus SM SR. The SM SR has
good values m ore than 30dB for the wavelength o f about 1535.48nm, 1534.5nm,
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1335.53nm , 1535.54nm , 15.35.58nm, 1535.6nm , 1535.61nm , 1535.62nm , 1535.64nm ,
1535.66nm .
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Figure 5 .2 .1 1 Phase Current versus peak w avelength o f 15-^5nm fo r the fro n current o f 2-^OinA and back
current o f 22 0 n iA .
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Figure 5.2.12. Phase Current versus S M SR fo r the front current o f 2.^0m A and back current o f 22 0m A .
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Figure 5 .2 .13. W avelength versus SM SR for the front current o f 2.10itiA , back current o f 220m A and the
phase current scanned from 0m A toSOmA.

The original SM SR m ap and new data taken from the phase scan are shown in figure
5.2.14. W e chose the m axim um SM SR values obtained from scanning the phase current
and plotted them against front and back current corresponding to a particular current
value and getting a new tuning map as shown in figure 5.2.14. It can be seen that the
phase tuning works well and it is possible to re-tune the lasing peak to get high SM SR for
almost all the scanned regions.
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Conclusion
In this section, the perform ance and phase tuning o f a six section laser was presented.
The regions with poor SM SR values can be improved by the phase tuning. By changing
the current injected into the phase section from 0m A to 50mA is it possible to re-tune the
lasing peak to a position w here it has a good SM SR value (>30dB). As seen from results
presented in this section the phase tuning works well for alm ost all scanned region. Very
small regions with low SM SR occurred due to the tw o-m ode com petition where two
m odes are separated from each other by a super- period set from the V ernier effect. In the
future design we will solve this problem by adjusting the super period to place these low
SM SR regions on the edge o f the tuning map. For now the solution is to further increase
the current injected into the phase and gain section. The tem perature tuning can also be
used to shift the w avelength peak.
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5.3. Nine contact laser.
The laser presented in this section has the same structure as the lasers described in the
section 5.1. and 5.2. In this case an extra isolation contacts are introduced betw een the
SOA section and the front mirror, the front m irror and the gain section, the gain section
and the back mirror, and the back m irror and PD section. The purpose o f the isolation
contact is to prevent the carrier leakage betw een different sections o f the laser and
therefore to improve its performance.
The results presented in this section were taken for unbiased isolation contact. Biasing the
extra contact caused loss o f the output power and therefore no laser action was observed.
The laser presented in this section has the slot period o f 70fim for the front m irror and 76
|im for the back mirror. The output power is shown in figure 5.3.1 below.
Output p ow er m ap
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Figure 5.!^. 1. The output power for the laser with nine contacts with the slot period o f 70/76(im . The
isolation contacts were unbiased.

A very low output power is observed for low values o f the current injected into the front
mirror. This suggests that the back m irror has a very little influence on the tuning effect.
The drop o f the pow er appears also for the high front current.
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The w avelength and SM SR tuning maps are show n in figures 5.3.2 and 5.3.3,
respectively.
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Figure 5 3 . 2 . The wavelength tuning map for the laser with mne contacts. The isolation contact were left
unbiased.
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Figure 5..3.3. SMSR tuning map for the laser with nine contacts. The isolation contacts w ere left unbiased.
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The wavelength band stnicture and wavelength islands are visible on the wavelength
tuning map in figure 5.3.2. It can be seen that for the low values o f the current injected
into the front m irror there is no tuning effect even though the back current is increasing.
This resuhs in a very poor SM SR values in this region, as shown in the SM SR map. From
figure 5.3.3 clear SM SR islands are present with the highest SM SR placed in the centre o f
each island. The overall structure o f the SM SR m aps looks m ore like the tuning maps
taken for the SG-DBR laser [26] [32] [33] [34]. It suggests that the extra slots etched
between the different laser sections provide them selves enough isolation to improve the
laser perform ance without biasing the isolation contacts.
The SM SR plotted versus peak wavelength is shown in figure 5.3.4 below. Nine super
m odes are clearly visible over the tuning o f 40 nm for the wavelength from 1520nm to
1560nm. Eight modes have SM SR values over 30dB. The num ber o f super-m odes is
lower than for the lasers with five and six contact. Also the tuning range is about lOnm
shorter than for five and six contact tunable lasers.
4 0 --------------------1--------------------1-------------------- r

W avelength (nm)

Figure 5.3.4. SM SR versus peak wavelength for the laser with nine contacts. The isolation contacts
were left unbiased.

The output pow er plotted versus peak w avelength is shown in figure 5.3.5 below. The
output power is uniform for all super-m odes w ith a variation w ithin 2dBm. The
wavelength 3D tuning map is shown in figure 5.3.5 below.
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Figure 5.3.5. The output power versus peak wavelength lo r the laser w ith nine contacts. The isolation
contacts were left unbiased.
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Figure 5.3.6. The wavelength 3D tuning map for the laser w ith nine contacts. The isolation contact were left
unbiased.
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Conclusion
In this section the perform ance o f nine contact tunable laser was presented. During the
experim ent the isolation contact were unbiased. The laser has a tuning range o f 40nm
w hich is shorter by about lOnm than a tuning range for the laser with five and six
contacts. The laser does not tune well for small currents injected into the front section.
The wavelength map has a sim ilar structure to the lasers presented in sections 5.1 and 5.2
although the tuning islands are not as clear and sharp as for the laser with five and six
contacts. Also the num ber o f super-m odes is lower. The laser has 9 super- modes. The
SM SR tuning map has a structure sim ilar to an SG-DBR case in which the tuning island
have hexagonal shape with the highest SM SR values placed in the centre o f the islands. In
our case the islands do not have a clear hexagonal shape but still the highest SM SR is
placed in the centre o f each tuning island. This suggests that even though the isolation
contacts were left unbiased, the extra slots them selves were enough to provide an
isolation between different sections o f the laser.

Table 5.1 below shows all tuning param eters for the laser presented in this chapter: five
contact lasers, six contact laser and nine contact laser

r ..........

Five c o n tact lasern in e slo ts o n th e
fro o t m irror, five
slo ts o n th e back
m irro r

Five c o n ta c t lasers

Six c o n ta c t laser

N ine co n tact
la se r

97|im /108(im

| 86|im /97iim

7 0 |im /8 0 n m

70iim /7 6 ^ m

97^m /108M m

7 0 n m /7 6 tim

7 0 |im /7 6 |im

FSR

3.36nm /3.02nm

j
' 3.8nm /3.36nm

4 .9 n m /4.3nm

4 .9 n m /4 .5 n m

3.3 6 n m /3 .0 2 n m

4 .9 n m /4 .5 n m

4 .9 n m /4 .S n m

Tuning range

SOnm

47nm

45nm

55nm

40nm

SOnm

40nm

N u m b er of
s u p e r- m o d e s

15

12

13

15

13

14

9

N u m b er of
s u p e r- m o d e s
w ith
SMSR>30dB

12

11

11

14

11

12

8

Slot p erio d

Table 5.1. T uning p aram eters for five, six, n in e contact lasers.
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Chapter 6. Tunable lasers advanced characteristics
Introduction
In Chapter 4 a design, fabrication process and sim ulated results o f tunable laser diodes
with etched slots were presented. In Chapter 5 the tunable lasers were characterized
exhibiting a wide tuning range o f up to 55nm with good SM SR values over 30dB. A laser
with the slot period o f 97nm for the front mirror and 108|im for the back m irror exhibits a
400 GHz channel spacing which is useful in im plem enting w avelength division
m ultiplexing- W DM - a standard technique used in optical com m unication system s [1].
The international telecom m unication union (ITU) standardised the channel frequencies o f
W DM system s on a lOOGHz (0.8 nm) grid in the frequency range o f 186 to 196 THz
(1530-1612nm in the C and L bands). In this chapter, the tunable laser based on etched
slots will be further characterized. A continuous tuning o f the laser over a short
w avelength range as well as the thermal tuning will be presented. A continuous tuning
range allows accessing all w avelengths in - + /- 50GH z w avelength range around a super
mode position. For the tem perature tuning, a tuning o f 3 nm (375 GHz) for a single super
m ode is observed while changing the tem perature between I5°C and 40°C. Finally, the
linewidth o f the laser will also be presented in this chapter.
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6.1. Continuous tuning
As was outlined in Chapter 2, in the continuous tuning schem e, the laser w avelength is
tuned sm oothly in arbitrarily small steps and the cavity mode is lasing throughout the
entire tuning range. In the discontinuous tuning schem e, the tuning range is solely
determ ined by the cavity gain which means that longitudinal m ode hops are allowed and
this provides a larger tuning range. Although it is im possible to access certain
w avelengths inside the tuning range because o f the super-m ode spacing [2].
From the wavelength tuning maps in Chapter 5 it can be seen that the tuning o f the laser
shows small changes in the wavelength before the onset o f a super-m ode. These small
regions are the areas o f the continuous tuning accessible for the laser as shown in figure
6.1 below. Here the continuous tuning for the lasers with the slot period o f 70^m /76|im
will be investigated.
Wavetength m ap

1570

Back Current (mA)

Figure 6.1. W avelength tuning m ap for the laser with the slot period o f 7 0 n m for the front m irror and 7 6 n m
for the back m irror. M arked regions are an exam ple o f regions w here the contm uous tu n in g is accessible.

From the w avelength and the SM SR tuning maps shown in figures 5.32 and 5.33 four
m odes with good SM SR more than 30dB were selected. The regions are: (i) for the front
current from 250 mA to 300m A and the back current from 140mA to 190mA, the
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operating wavelength is around 1566nm; (ii) for the front current from 100mA to 150mA
and the back current from 120mA to 170mA, the operating wavelength is around
1538nm; (iii) for the front current from 100mA to 150mA and the back current from
170mA to 220mA, the operating wavelength is around 1543nm; (iv) for the front current
from 90mA to 140mA and the back current from 240 mA to 290mA, the operating
wavelength is around 1553nm.
Figure 6.2 shows the super-modes versus wavelength. Concentrating on the super-mode
operating at the wavelength o f around 1566nm, two different tuning schemes can be
observed. Figure 6.3 shows the selected super-mode; the green line represents one current
tuning and the blue line represents two current tuning.

1520

1530

1540

1550
1560
Wavelength (nm)

1570

1580

1590

Figure 6.2 SMSR versus wavelength for the laser with slot period o f TO^im on the front mirror and 76|im on
the back mirror.
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F igu re 6.3 SM SR versus w avelength o f 1566niii. The red dots represents the S M SR points fo r a d iffe re n t
front and back currents com binations.
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To tune along the green line one mirror section current is constant and the other m irror
section current is scanned over a particular current range that corresponds in turn to a
wavelength range. To tune along the blue line, both m irror section currents are scanned
siinultaneously. For the continuous tuning both injected currents need to be increased or
decreased linearly as the wavelength is recorded. The m irror section injection current
dependence for the first selected super-mode is shown in figure 6.4 below.
The SMSR versus wavelength is shown in figure 6.5 below.
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Wavelenglti (nm)
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1566.9

156695

Figure 6.5. SM SR versus w avelength for the front current from 250m A to .'^OOmA and the back current
from 140mA to 190mA.

From figure 6.5 the m ode shows continuous tuning o f 0.4 nm ('-50GHz). The rate for
changing the w avelength with the current for this mode is 0.008nm /m A .
The m irror section injection current dependence for the first selected super-m ode is
shown in figure 6.6 below.
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The SM SR versus wavelength is shown in figure 6.7 below.
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From figure 6.7 that the continuous tuning for this mode is 0.6 nm (~75 GHz). The rate
for changing the wavelength with the current is again 0.012nm7mA.
The mirror section injection current dependence for the third selected super-m ode is
shown in figure 6.8 below.
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The SMSR versus wavelength is shown in figure 6.9 below.
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Figure 6.9. SM SR versus wavelength for the front current from lOOinA to 150mA and the back current
from 170mA to 220m A.

From figure 6.9 the continuous tuning for this mode is 0.6 nm (~75GHz). The rate for
changing the wavelength with the current is 0.012nm/mA.
The mirror section injection current dependence for the third selected super-mode is
shown in figure 6.10 below. The SMSR versus wavelength is shown in figure 6.11.
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Figure 6.10. Linear injection currents for the wavelength o f ~-1553nm.
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Figure 6.11 shows the continuous tuning range o f 0.6nm (~75GHz). The rate for changing
the wavelength with the current is 0.012nm /m A.
The modes exhibit continuous tuning o f 0.4nm (~50G H z) for the first m ode and 0.6nm
(~75GHz) for the next three m odes.This allows us to accurately set the laser to precise
optical frequencies with high SM SR such as required within the C-band [3], The
continuous tuning o f these m odes by current injection suggests that fijll carrier clam ping
does not take place in the m irror sections o f this laser. In com parison, SG-DBR laser has
a continuous tuning range o f <0.4nm for all discrete m odes [4] [5]. In SG -D BR lasers the
continuous tuning range is limited by the available index change induced by pure current
injection [6]. In the device dem onstrated here, both current variations and the tem perature
change

have contributed to the continuous tuning. The tem perature m ay be the main

contribution factor in our devices considering the current variations in the m irror sections
are quite large and the device is unpackaged. This is the reason w hy a relatively large
continuously tuning range has been shown.
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Continuous tuning of nine contact laser
The continuous tuning o f the laser with nine contacts was also investigated. As described
in C hapter 6, the isolation contact were left unbiased. The selected mode has a
w avelength o f
~1537nm with a good SM SR o f 30dB. The selected region is for the currents o f 50mA to
100mA for the front mirror and 100mA to 150mA for the back mirror. The mirror section
injection current dependence for selected super-m ode is shown in figure 6.12 below.
From figure 6.13, the continuous tuning o f this mode is now only 0.2 nm (~25GHz). The
rate for changing the wavelength w ith the current is 0.004nm /m A.
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Continuous tuning of the laser with nine slots on the front mirror and
five slots on the back mirror.
The continuous tuning o f the laser with nine slots on the front m irror and five slots on the
back m irror is shown here. The selected mode has a w avelength o f ~1561nm with a good
SM SR o f 40dB. The selected region is for the currents o f 80mA to 120mA for the front
m irror and 200mA to 240m A for the back mirror. The m irror section injection current
dependence for a selected super-m ode is shown in figure 6.14 below. As seen from figure
6.15 the continuous tuning o f this mode is 0.3 nm (~37.5GH z). The rate for changing the
wavelength with the current is 0.0075nmymA.
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6.2. Thermal tuning
The lasing wavelength for sem iconductor lasers is very dependent on the tem perature o f
the device as both the bandgap energy and the refractive index change with tem perature,
the cavity length also changes due to therm al expansion however this is a small change
over the tem peratures range used in our experiment. For the current o f 30 mA, w ith a
device resistance o f 4 Q and the photon energy o f 0.8 eV (-1 5 5 0 nm) there can be found
that a total o f 19.6 mW o f power supplied to the laser is lost giving a tem perature increase
o f around 2 K. Due to the thermal dependence o f the bandgap energy a therm al
dependence o f the gain curve and therefore the peak gain w avelength Xp can be obtained.
The dependence o f Xp on the tem perature gives a Fabry- Perot type laser their typical peak
gain wavelength tem perature dependence o f 0.5 nm /K which corresponds to -2.5*10"’
eV/K. Due to the tem perature dependence o f the refractive index, the cavity modes and
therefore the above- threshold lasing mode will tune as 0.1 nm/K. Any heating o f the
laser cavity will also increase the threshold current and decrease the differential efficiency
o f the laser. This can limit the tunability o f a laser by tem perature tuning [2].
Here the tem perature tuning of the laser with the slot period o f 70nm on the front m irror
and 76 |im on the back m irror is investigated. Eleven channels were picked for the
wavelength o f 1525nm, 1529nm, 1534nm, 1538nm, 1543nm, 1549nm, 1553nm, 1558nm,
1563nm, 1567nm, 1572nm. The channels were set m anually by changing the currents
injected into the front and back mirror. The tem perature o f the heat sink was changing
with a step o f 5°C from 15°C to 40°C. The tem perature tuning o f all eleven channels is
shown in Figure 6.16 below.
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Figure 6.16. The tem perature tuning o f eleven ch an n els o f the laser w ith the slot period o f 70 f.im/76 (im.
The tem p eratu re is chan g in g from 15”C to 40®C w ith the step o f 5 X ’.

The total range is 49.64nm from 1524.8nm to 1574.4 nm. It can be seen that for the first
channel o f 1525nm for the high tem peratures o f 35°C and 40°C, the mode com petition is
observed on the red side o f the spectrum . For channels ten and eleven a big super-m ode
hop m ore than 0.5 nm is observed while changing the tem perature o f 5°C from 15°C to 20
°C. It can be also observed that the SM SR is decreasing with increasing tem perature. The
tem perature tuning range is m uch sm aller than the 4.6 nm super- m ode spacing and
therefore cannot be used to com plete full w avelength coverage over the entire w avelength
range accessible to the laser.
Figure 6.17. shows the change o f the peak wavelength with increasing tem perature for all
eleven channels. The w avelength is red shifted w ith increasing tem perature.
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The change in SMSR for eleven channels with increasing temperature is shown in Figure
6.18, SMSR values decrease with increasing temperature o f the heat sink. The lowest
SMSRs are observed for the highest temperature o f 40 °C for all eleven channels.
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F igure 6.18. S M SR versas temperature change fro m 15 °C to 40 “ C fo r eleven channels.

Com bining figures 6.17 and 6.18 SMSR versus peak wavelength fo r different temperature
can be plotted as shown in figure 6.19. For channel four w ith the wavelength o f 1538nm,
SMSR values are more than 30 dB during the temperature tuning.
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6.3. Linewidth measurements
The laser linewidth is introduced and determined in this section. A good introduction to
linewidth theory can be find in [2] [7]. The linewidth o f a laser diode in an important
parameter in optical communications as a broad linewidth will reduce the distance over
which the pulses from the laser can be transmitted due to dispersion in the optical fibre.
Single mode lasers have a finite linewidth caused by spontaneous emission entering into
the lasing mode. The spontaneous emitted photons will have a random phase with respect
to the coherent emission generated by stimulated emission within the laser structure. The
optical power and the number o f photons in the laser cavity depends on the laser structure
therefore the linewidth depends on the laser structure. The number o f photons in the laser
is determined by:

where S is the average photon density,

is the active volume and F is a confinement

factor. The change in phase A^, due to the addition o f a photon with random phase is
given by

where

is taken from figure 6.20 below showing the result o f a spontaneously emitted

photon. The filed can be represented by /? - the field amplitude normalized so that the
average intensity 1 = J3*

also equals the average number o f photons in the cavity

/? = /■ exp(/^)w h ere / ( / ) and (p{t) represent the intensity and the phase o f the laser
filed. A basic assumption is that the /th spontaneous emission event change P by A/?
where A/?, has a unit magnitude and a random phase o f A/? = e x p (/^ +
random angle.
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) , where 6, is a

D)

Real p

Figure 6 .20. Pliasor representation o f the fie ld in the laser, p - the file d am plitude P = l‘ exp(i(p) increased by
Ap, having am plitude o f u n ity and phase icp+0,.

When the spontaneous emission rate is
(6.3)

the accumulated phase change over time t and then
I
I

^<P, =

Z
(=1

{0,)

(6.4)

yjS

By equating the variance per time o f (p{t)to a change in angular frequency, an expression
for the laser linewidth can be found as:
A u = ------=
2 rt

—-— ^—

(6.5)

47iS

(6.6)

var

2S

The distribution o f A(z>(/) is Gaussian which leads to a Lorentzian lineshape [2], From
Einstein’ s relations the spontaneous emission
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can be described as

( 6 ^7 )

where

is the group velocity,

is the modal gain and

is the spontaneous emission

coefficient. The power out o f each facet is

p=

V a S V hu

( 6 .8)

^—

2r

where P is the power out of each facet assuming that both facets are equal. The linewidth
can be rewritten as
,6.9)
%7tP

is the mirror loss, a , is the internal loss and h o 'xs, the photon energy.This is the
Schawlow-Townes expression for the linewidth.
It was realized by Henry [8] that for the diode lasers a significant correction factor is
required in the linewidth expression. For a semiconductor laser there is an extra
enhancement to the linewidth called the linewidth enhancement factor

due to the

phase noise created when spontaneous emission from the laser cavity gain media changes
the laser frequency. This effect occurs when a spontaneous emission event changes the
photon density which changes the carrier density as the carrier and photon densities are
related through the carrier and photon density equations. In [8] this enhancement o f the
linewidth is given and the linewidth can be written as

hvvia.+a^)an^,i
At; = ---------------------------------- +

8;rP

V

(6.10)

which is referred as Schawlow-Townes-Henry linewidth.
As the linewidth is of the order o f few MHz [2] [9] [lOjnormal measuring equipment
such as optical spectrum analyser OSA cannot determine it as an OSA has a its best
resolution at -O.Olnm (~r'*m )~1.25GH z. To determine the linewidth another method
not relying on the OSA must be used. To determine the tunable laser linewidth the
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delayed self-heterodyne (DS-H) m ethod [11] is used providing very high resolution from
about lOkHz to IGHz. The basics o f this method are presented below.
The laser needs to be operating in a single m ode regim e with SM SR > 30dB. In this
method interference between two optical fields are used. The two optical fields come
from the original beam and a tim e delayed portion o f itself. Two beam s must have spatial
overlap and polarization alignment. The spatial overlap is obtained by sending both
optical waves down the same single m ode fiber w hich ensures good spatial overlap. The
polarization alignm ent is obtained by including a polarization controller PA in the set- up
to create a polarization overlap between the optical waves.
Here the delayed self- heterodyne DS-H method to obtain the optical linewidth o f the
sem iconductor tunable laser is presented. More detailed analysis can be found in [11].
Considering an optical field and its delayed self- incident on a photodetector after being
spatially com bined, the optical fields take form o f
;tv, + ^ , (/))]

( 6 . 11)

and
^'1 ( ') = V ^ ^ e x p [ / ( 2 ; z v 2 + ^P2(/))]

(6.12)

where the delayed field is denoted with an index 2,wherev>,is the optical phase and v^, is
the frequency o f the i"’ field. Optical powers are the fields am plitude squared:
=

(6.13)

As the photodetector detects the pow er and not the optical field itself the detected power
is
/ ( / ) = « | £ , ( / f = « | £ , (/) + £•,( / f

(6.14)

where 'J? is the detector responsivity
« =^

hv

(6.15)

the detector quantum efficiency and £/and h o are the electronic charge and the
photon
energy, respectively. For a wavelength o f 1550nm q / h u h a s a value o f 1.24 eV.
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T he final p o w er detected at the p h o todetector is
i { ^ ) = ) ) \ \ p ^ { f ) + P^_{^) + 2 , J ^ l ^ c o s { 2 7 ^ V Q T f ,

w here

P^

and

+ A ^p(/,ro))J

(6.16)

are the p o w ers m easured by the pho to d etecto r from the optical field and

delayed self, 2;rV(,rgis th e average phase- setting o f the interferom eter used to w here the
d elay b etw een both optical fields is

, and A ^ / , r ) is the tim e v ary in g ph ase d ifference

caused b y any phase or frequency m odulation and the intereferom etric delay

.

T he self- heterodyne experim ental set up for the linew idth m easurem ents is show n in
figure 6.21 below .
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Figure 6.21. S elf-heterodyne expenm ental set up for the linewidth measurements.

A free space optical iso lato r g iving 60 dB isolation betw een fo rw ard and backw ard
p ro p ag atin g light is included in the m easu rem en t system . T his p rev en ts b ackw ard
reflectio n s o f light into the laser cavity. 1% o f the em itted light is co u p led to the optical
sp ectru m an aly ser O S A to determ ine the w avelength o f the su per-m ode. T he 99% portion
o f th e lig h t is split again in the in terfero m eter and one h a lf is sent th ro u g h 12 k m o f
optical fiber to produce a d elay o f 60fis, the delay m ust be m ore than the coh eren ce tim e
o f the laser. This m eans that the tw o beam s w ill com bine as i f they o rig in ated from tw o
d ifferen t sources giv in g incoherent m ixing. T he o th er path goes th ro u g h a p o larizatio n
c o n tro ller to ensure the p o larizatio n is closely m atched to m ax im ize the in terferen ce
betw een the tw o beam s. T his p rocess is eq u iv alen t to m ixing tw o lasers w ith the sam e
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linewidth and central frequency. The phase m odulator shifts the signal to 2GHz to
increase the accuracy. The 50:50 coupler com bines the two beams together. Then the
signal is sent to a fast photodetector. The linewidth spectrum was recorded using an
electrical spectrum analyzer (ESA) with the resolution bandw idth set to 100 kHz. A Voigt
function, which is a convolution o f Lorentzian and Gaussian profiles, was used to fit the
linew idth spectrum. The Lorentzian profile is a contribution o f frequency noise spectra
for spontaneous em ission while the Gaussian profile is a contribution due to the technical
noise such as tem perature fluctuation, m echanical vibrations or injected current noise
[12]. Due to m easuring a bare device for high currents there is more tem perature
fluctuations and therefore the Gaussian contribution dom inates as we shall see below.
The linewidth o f the lasers with the slot period o f 97)im /108|im and 70nm /76|im was
measured.
Fig. 6.22 shows an exam ple o f the spectrum o f the tunable laser with the slot period o f
9 7 |im /i0 8 |im for a wavelength o f 1543.27 nm with the linewidth o f 4 MHz.

O rigin al d a ta
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Figure 6.22. Example o f a speetm m o f the tunable laser for a w avelength o f 154.^.27 nm for the laser with
slot period o f 97^m /108^m
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F igure 6.23 below show s the linew idth versus peak w av elen g th for the laser w ith slot
period o f 9 7 ^ m /1 0 8 ^ m .
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Figure 6.2.'^. L inew idth versus w avelen gth for the laser w ith the slot period o f 9 7 )in V l()8 n n i.

From the V oigt fitting w e extracted an F W H M w hich is the total linew idth and the
L orentzian part w hich is the intrinsic linew idth.

F W H M show s how the G aussian

co n tribution affects the total linew idth as the G aussian part is related to the noise com ing
from the cu rrent sources. A clear dep en d en ce o f the spectral linew idth on w avelength is
observed. T he linew idth is large at short w avelengths and is n early co n stan t from 1540
nm to 1570 nm . In the range from 1520 nm to 1540 nm the laser show s a low SM SR and
a large linew idth w ould be expected.
F igure 6.24 below show s an exam ple o f a spectrum for the w av elen g th o f 1549.4 Inm for
the laser w ith the slot period o f 70fim fo r the front m irro r and 76|am fo r the back m irror.
T he linew idth is 8.6 M H z.
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Figure 6.24. Example o fa spectrum o f the tunable laser for a wavelength o f 1549.41 nm for the laser w ith
slot period o f 7()|.im for the front m irror and 76|jm for the back mirror.
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Figure 6.25. Linewidth versus wavelength for the laser w ith slot period o f 7()|^im for the front m irror and
76pm for the back mirror.
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As seen from figure 6.25 the linewidth depends on wavelength. The linew idth increases
with increasing wavelength.
One lim itation with this m ethod is due to the current sources used to inject the currents
into four laser sections. As with any current source some noise fluctuations will be
present and the
laser was biased w ith four independent current sources, it was not possible to replace
them with low noise current sources, therefore the values determ ined here are larger as
seen by the difference in the Voigt and the Gaussian linewidths.
The spectral linewidth o f a sem iconductor laser should be increasing with increasing
wavelength values due to the increase o f the linewidth enhancem ent factor [2] [13]. The
linewidth enhancem ent factor increases due to the fact that the density o f states at the
long wavelength (low er energy) end is m ostly filled com pared to the short wavelength
(higher energy) end [14], Therefore the change o f gain with carrier density change at the
long wavelength end will be sm aller than the change o f gain at the short w avelength end.
Looking at the results for the laser with shorter slot period o f 70nm for the front mirror
and 76 |jm for the back m irror we can see that the linewidth values increase with
increasing wavelength. The lowest recorded linewidth is about 8.6M Hz.
The laser with a longer slot period clearly exhibits lower linewidth value that for the laser
with a shorter slot period. The difference is about ~4.6M Hz.
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Conclusion
The further characterization o f the slotted tunable lasers was shown in this chapter. The
continuous tuning, tem perature tuning and linew idth m easurem ents were investigated to
provide more detailed laser characteristics. The tunable slotted laser exhibits the
continuous tuning range o f 0.6 nm (~75GHz). The laser with nine contacts has the
contiuous tuning range only o f 0.2nm (~25GH z) w hich is shorter by about 0.4 nm than
for the laser with five contacts. The laser with nine slots on the front m irror and five slots
on the back m irror exhibits a continuous tuning range o f about 0.3 nm (~37.5GHz). The
total tem perature tuning range is about 49.64 nm for twelve m odes. Each m ode was tuned
individually by about 2.5 nm (~313 GHz) while changing the tem perature from 15°C to
40'’C with a step o f 5°C. The linewidth o f two laser with the slot periods o f 9 7 |im /i0 8 |im
and 70^m /76|im was measured. The laser with the longer slot period has a narrow er
linewidth o f -4 M H z, while the linewidth for the laser w ith a shorter slot period was
~8.6M Hz.
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Chapter 7. Tunable lasers
second run.
Introduction
The design for the tunable lasers presented in this chapter was com pleted in February
2014 and the lasers were fabricated in M ay 2014. The purpose o f this new design was to
focus on shorter slot periods to determ ine the effects on

the laser tuning range and

SMSR. The lasers presented in this chapter have the same epitaxial structure as the lasers
described in C hapter 5. They are five contact lasers where the first section is the
sem iconductor optical am plifier- SOA section, the second one in the front m irror section,
the next one is the central gain section with the length o f 500 |im , then the back mirrod
section and the last one the PD section. All the lasers have the same length to ease the
fabrication process. From the previous design presented in Chapter 5, we concluded that
the best laser was the one w ith the shortest slot period o f 70(im for the front m irror anc
76}im for the back mirror. The difference in the slot periods o f both m irrors is 6|im anc
the difference in FSRs is 0.4|a.m. For the second run o f the laser presented in this chapter

we decided to keep the difference between the slot periods o f around 5-6|im and th«>
difference betw een the FSRs no less than 0.4|im .
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Nine slots front mirror with the slot period o f 66^nl, nine slots back
mirror with the slot period of 72 lum

i

!

Not all results we have taken for the tunable lasers from the second fabrication run are
presented in this chapter. The results for the laser repeats from three other subm ounts with
five contact lasers are not shown here as there are no significant differences betw een
them. In this chapter the lasers with the shortest slot periods are presented. The m irror
length for those lasers are comparable to the m irror lengths o f SG-DBR laser [1] [2].
To com plete the characterisation, four current sources were used independently to inject
current to the SOA, gain and two m irror sections. The experim ental set up is the sam e as
the one shown in Figure 5.2 in Chapter 5. The devices was m ounted on the heat sink
which was held to a constant tem perature o f 20 C using a therm oelectric cooling. The
current injected into the gain sections were kept constant and set to 120 mA. The PD
section was left unbiased. The current injected into the SOA section was 30-40m A. The
currents injected into the two mirror sections were scanned from 0 to 300 mA with a step
o f 5 mA. During these set o f experim ents a bigger scanning step was used to achieve
faster tuning scan as there were m any devices to study. The photodiode and picoam m eter
were used to record the coupled output pow er to determ ine if the coupling efficiency is
stable. The output spectra, peak wavelength and side m ode suppression ratio (SM SR)
were recorded using an optical spectrum analyser with a resolution bandw idth o f 0.1 nm
and a sensitivity o f -75dB.
The laser characterized here has a slot period o f 66|im in the front m irror and 72 |im in
the back m irror, which leads to FSR o f 5.2 nm and 4.76 nm, respectively. The m irror
lengths are 594nm for the front m irror and 648nm for the back mirror. The SOA current
was set to 30mA.
The output pow er m ap is shown in figure 7.1 below. As can be seen the output pow er
increases with increasing front current which suggests as previously found that the back
m irror has very little influence in overall tuning effect.
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Figure 7.1. (Output p o w er m ap v ersu s cu rren ts injected into tw o m irror sections tor the laser w ith slot period
o f 6 6 n m for the front m irror and 7 2 n m for the b ack m irror.

The wavelength and the SM SR tuning maps are shown in figures 7.2 and 7.3,
respectively.
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Figure 7.2. W avelength tuning m aps versus currents injected into the m irror sections for the laser w ith slot
period o f 66|.un for the front m irror and 72(im for the back m irror.

(dB)

Figure 7.3. SM SR tuning m ap versus currents injected into the m irror sections for the laser w ith slot period
o f 66)im for the front m irro r and 72|.im for the back m irror.
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The wavelength bands are clearly visible on the wavelength m ap for all currents injected
into the front and back mirror sections. As shown in figure 7.3 there are big regions
m arked in red colour which indicate good SM SR values. Low SM SR occur at the
boundaries o f super-m ode hops as well as for the region w here the currents injected into
the two m irror sections are quite high as for this region there is a lot o f heating involved.
Com bining figures 7.2 and 7.3, the SM SR versus w avelength is plotted as shown in figure
7.4.

Eleven super-m odes are present for the tuning range o f 48nm from 1520nm to

1568nm. The first m ode at the edge o f the gain spectrum for the wavelength o f 1520nm
has an SM SR value below 30dB. The next ten m odes exhibit SM SR values more than
30dB. The highest observed SM SR is around 45dB for the wavelength o f 1560nm.
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F igure 7.4. S M S R versus w a v e len g th for the laser w ith slo t period o f 66[^im for the front mirror and 72|.im
for the back mirror.
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Combining figures 7.1 and 7.2, the output power versus wavelength can be plotted as
shown in figure 7.5. below. As can be seen the output power is quite uniform for all
super-modes with a variation w ithin 5dBm.
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Figure 7.5. Output power versas peak wavelength lor the laser with slot period 66|.im for the front mirror
and 72).im for the back mirror.
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Nine slots front mirror with the slot period of 64^m, nine slots back
mirror with the slot period of 70 ^m

The laser described in this section has a slot period o f 64|im for the front m irror and
70|im for the back mirror, which leads to an FSR o f 5.36nm and 4.9nm , respectively. The
front m irror length is 576|im and the back m irror length is 630|im . The current injected
into the SOA section was set to 30mA.
The output power map is shown in figure 7.6 below. The super-m ode bands are visible on
the map. The output power decreases with increasing currents injected into the m irror
sections. For relatively high values o f the current injected into the front mirror section,
there is a region where the pow er drops significantly.

(dBm)

^

^

lY

Figure 7.6. Output pow er map versus currents injected into the two mirror sections for the laser with slot
period o f 64nm for the front mirror and 70^m for the back mirror

The w avelength tuning maps is shown in figure 7.7. The w avelength bands and
w avelength islands are clearly visible w ithin the map.
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Figure 1 1 . Wavelength tuning maps versus currents injected into two mirror sections for the laser with slot
periods o f 64}im for the front mirror and 70|im for the back mirror.

The SM SR tuning map is shown in Figure 7.8. below.
(<SB)

Figure 7.8. SMSR map versus currents injected into two mirror sections for the laser with slot period o f
64|.im for the front mirror and 7()|.im for the back mirror.
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Com paring the output pow er m ap and the SM SR m ap it can be noticed that the sudden
drop o f the pow er corresponds to a region with low SM SR visible on the SM SR map.
Looking at the w avelength map shown in figure 7.7, it is clear that the laser tuning in this
particular region does not proceed smoothly. There are sudden jum ps causing a
com petition between few different wavelengths. From figure 7.8 low SM SR values occur
at the boundaries o f the super-m ode hops.
SM SR versus peak wavelength and the output pow er versus peak w avelength are plotted
in figures 7.9 and 7.10, respectively. The wavelength tuning range is about 48nm from the
wavelength o f 1520nm to 1568nm. 10 super-m odes are present, all o f them with SMSR
greater than 30dB. The SM SR is slightly decreasing with increasing wavelength.
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Figure 7.9. SM SR versus peak w avelength for the laser with slot period o f 64|^im for the front mirror and
70|^an for the back mirror.
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As seen in figure 7.10, the output power is uniform for all m odes with variation within
2dBm .
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Figure 7.10. O utput pow er versus peak w avelength for the laser w ith slot period o f 64|.im for the front
m irror and 7()|^ini for the back mirror.
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Nine slots front mirror with the slot period of 57|um, nine slots back
mirror with the slot period of 62 ^m

The laser presented in this section has the slot period o f 57|im for the front m irror and
62nm for the back mirror, which leads to FSRs o f 6.02nm and 5.5nm, respectively. The
front mirror length is 513nm and the back m irror length is 558nm which is comparable
with an SG-DBR laser m irror length [1], The current injected into the SOA section was
set to 40mA. The currents injected into the front and back m irrors w ere scanned between
300niA and 0m A w ith a step o f 5mA.
The output power tuning map, the wavelength tuning map and the SM SR tuning map
versus currents injected into the front and back m irror sections are plotted in figures 7.11,
7.12 and 7.13, respectively.

(dBm)

rA

Figure 7.11. Output power map versus currents injected into the front and back mirror sections, for the laser
with slot p enod o f 57nm for the front mirror and 62|.im for the back mirror.
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(nm)

F ig u re 7 .1 2 . T h e w a v e le n g th tu n in g m ap v e rsu s c u rre n ts in je c te d into tw o m irro r se c tio n s fo r th e la s e r w ith
slot p e rio d o f 57|^im for th e fro n t m irro r a n d 62^111 fo r th e b a c k m irror.
(<iB)

F ig u re 7 .1 3 . T h e S M S R tu n in g m ap v e rs u s c u rre n ts in je c te d in to tw o m irro r se c tio n s for th e la s e r w ith slo t
p e rio d o f 57|^un fo r th e fro n t m irro r a n d 62^1111 for th e b a c k m irro r.
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The super-m ode band structure is clearly visible in the power map in figure 7.11 for the
laser described in the previous section, again for relatively high front current there is a
region o f sudden pow er drop. Com paring with the w avelength and SM SR map, it can be
seen that in this particular region o f low output power, the w avelength does not change
sm oothly betw een the modes. A few different wavelengths that are com peting are
observed. Also as shown in the SM SR map in this region, the SM SR values are very low
due to the mode competition.
The SM SR plotted versus peak wavelength is shown in figure 7.14, below.

Fourteen

distinct m odes are present over the tuning range o f 55nm for the wavelength from
1520nm to 1575nm. First thirteen modes have SM SR values above 30dB. The last super
mode for the w avelength o f 1575nm placed at the edge o f the gain spectrum shows the
lowest SM SR. The highest SM SR is about 45dB for the wavelength o f 1542nm.
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Figure 7.14. SM SR plotted versus peak w avelength for the laser with slot period ot'57|.im for the tront
mirror and 62[jm for the back mirror
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The output power plotted versus peak wavelength is plotted in figure 7.15 below. The
m odes on the red side o f the spectrum exhibit the highest output power, which does not
correspond with the highest values o f SMSR.
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F ig u re 7.15 O u tp u t p o w e r p lo tte d v e rs u s p e a k w a v e le n g th fo r the la s e r w ith slot p e r io d o f '5 7 n m for the
fro n t m irro r a n d 62^111 for th e b a c k m irror.
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Nine slots front mirror with the slot period of 52|uni, nine slots back
mirror with the slot period of 57 ^m

The laser presented in this section is the shortest laser in the current design. The slot
period is 52|im for the front m irror and 57|im for the back mirror, which leads to FSRs o f
6.6nm and 6.02nm , respectively. The m irror lengths are 468nm and 513 nm for the front
and back mirror, respectively and the m irror length are com parable with an SG -D BR laser
m irror lengths. The current injected into the SOA section was set to 30mA. The currents
injected into the two m irror section were scanned betw een 300 and 0m A with the step o f
5mA. From the sim ulations shown in chapter 4, six super- m odes are expected.
The output power, wavelength and SM SR tuning m aps are shown in figures 7.16, 7.17,
7.18, respectively.
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Figure 7.16. The output power maps versus currents injected mto the two mirror sections for the laser with
slot period o f 52nm for the front mirror and 57|im for the back mirror
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Figure 7.17. The w avelength tuning m ap versus currents m jected into the tw o m irror sections for the laser
w ith slot period o f 5 2 n m for the front m irror and 57(im for the back mirror.
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Figure 7.18. SM SR tuning m ap versus cu rren ts injected into the tw o m irror sections for the laser w ith slot
perio d o f 52^1111 for the front m irror and 57^111 for the back mirror.
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As was seen in two previous cases, again a significant drop o f the power is observed for
relatively high values o f the current injected into the front m irror (Figure 7.16). Closer
inspection o f the w avelength map shows that again in this particular region there is mode
com petition resuhing in low SM SR values. The wavelength bands and w avelength islands
are clearly visible on the w avelength map. Looking at the SM SR map in figure 7.18 we
observe that there is only one region with low SM SR values, corresponding to low output
power and the mode competition. Decrease o f the SM SR is also observed at the
boundaries o f the super-m ode hops.
SM SR versus peak wavelength is plotted in figure 7.19 below. Eleven m odes are present
over the tuning range o f 50nm for the wavelength from 1520nm to 1570nm. All eleven
super-m odes shows SM SR greater than 30dB. The m odes on the edge o f the blue and red
side o f the spectrum show lower SMSR.
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Figure 7.19. S M S R versus peak w avelength for the laser w ith the slot p erio d o f 5 2 |iin for the front m irro r
and 5 7 ^ m for the back m irro r
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The output power versus peak wavelength is shown in figure 7.20. The power for the
modes on the edge o f the spectmm is lower than for the modes in the centre. Lower
output power corresponds to lower SMSR as shown in figure 7.19.
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Figure 7.20. O utput pow er versus peak w avelength for the laser w ith the slot period o f 52|^nii fo r the front
m irro r and 57|.im fo r the back m irror.
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Table 7.1. below show s gathered tuning results for all laser from the new run presented in
this chapter.

Slot period

66nm/72|jm

64|im/70nm

57|im/62|im

52nm/57|am

FSR

5.2nm/4.76nm

5.36nm/4.9nm

6.02nm/5.5nm

6.6nm/6.02nm

Tuning range

48nm

48nm

55nm

50nm

Number of
super- modes

11

10

14

11

Number of
super- modes
with SMSR >
30dB

10

10

13

11

Table 7.1. T uning resull.s for the tunable lasers from the new fabrication run.
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Linewidth measurements of the laser with the slot period of 52^m for
the front mirror and 57|um for the back mirror.

The delayed self- heterodyne technique [3] was used to m easure the linewidth. The
experim ental set-up is the same as described and shown in Figure 6.16 in C hapter 6. A
Voigt function, which is a convolution o f Lorentzian and Gaussian profiles, was used to
fit the spectrum . The Lorentzian profile is a contribution o f frequency noise spectra for
spontaneous emission w hile the Gaussian profile is a contribution due to the technical
noise such as tem perature fluctuation, m echanical vibrations or injected current noise [4].
Due to m easuring a bare device for high currents there is more tem perature fluctuations
and therefore the Gaussian contribution dom inates, especially for the wavelengths on the
red side o f the spectrum as we shall see in figure 7.22 below. Also in this case a higher
current injected into the SOA and gain sections were needed to drive the laser therefore
m ore tem perature and noise fluctuations were involved during this set o f m easurem ents.
Again found in Chapter 5, the laser was biased with four independent current sources and
it was not possible to replace them with low noise current sources therefore the values
determ ined here are larger as seen by the difference in the Voigt and the Gaussian
linewidths.
Figure 7.21. below shows an exam ple o f the spectrum o f the tunable laser with the slot
period o f 52|im /57|im for a w avelength o f 1525 nm with the linewidth o f 4.95 MHz.
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Figure 7.21. Example o f a spectrum o f the tunable laser for a wavelength o f 1525 nm for the laser with slot
period o f 52nm/57|.im.

F igure 7.22 below show s the linew idth versus peak w avelength for the laser w ith slot
period o f 5 2 |im /5 7 |im . h can be seen that for w avelength o f 1562.04nrn and 1568.4 nm
there is a big difference betw een the intrinsic linew idth and F W H M . T he intrinsic values
o f the lin ew idth are about 3M H z w hile the F W H M is about 17M H z. T his suggests that
G au ssian p ro file due to the technical noise is dom inating for these p artic u la r w avelengths.
F o r o th er poin ts, the linew idth is increasing w ith increasing w avelength.
Intrinsic linew idth
FW HM
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Figure 7.22. Linewidth versus wavelength for the laser with slot period o f 52|.im for the front mirror and
57|.im for the back mirror.
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Conclusion
The tunable lasers presented in this chapter were fabricated in M ay 2014. All devices
shown here exhibit wide tuning range o f about 50nm with good SM SR >30dB for all
super-modes. Com paring with the lasers from C hapter 6, the spectrum for the new laser is
blue shifted, h is now possible to access the wavelength o f 1520nm. The tuning range for
the new lasers is slightly shorter than for the laser from the first fabrication run. The
widest tuning range for the lasers from C hapter 6 was 55nm for the device with the slot
period o f 70|im /76^m . For the lasers from the second run the widest tuning range is 50nm
for the laser with the slot period o f 57|im /62|im and 52|im /57|im . Lasers from both runs
show sim ilar trends in the tuning maps: characteristic sym m etry lines and tuning islands
going from big toward small as the currents injected into the both m irror section is
increasing. Also the lasers from the second fabrication run have good SM SR values
bigger than 30 dB for all super- modes. The SM SR maps for all lasers from the new run
show a sim ilar trend. The best wavelength and SM SR maps are from a device with the
shortest slot period o f 57/62|am. The linewidth o f the shortest laser with the slot period o f
52|im for the front m irror and 57nm for the back m irror was also m easured. For two
wavelength o f 1562.04 nm and 1568.4 nm the intrinsic linewidth is low about 3M Hz
while FW HM have values about 17MHz, The Gaussian profile due to the technical noise
dom inates in these two cases.
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Chapter 8. Conclusion and
future work.
There is no doubt that sem iconductor tunable lasers can offer a good num ber o f key
features in optical com m unications and have m any applications there. In the work
presented in this thesis, a new approach to sem iconductor tunable lasers has been shown
as an ahernative to com plex laser structures that exist in optical com m unication market.
In chapter 4, a design and fabncation process o f slotted tunable laser have been presented.
Using the Scattering m atrix m ethod (SM M ), the laser param eters such as slot depth, slot
num ber, slot width were optim ized. Also different slot periods were chosen to get a
various num ber o f lasers and see how tuning param eters such as tuning range, num ber o f
super- m odes, free spectral range (FSR), SM SR are influenced by this param eter. The
optim ized slot param eters were then incorporated into the M atLab program to sim ulate
the w avelength and SM SR maps o f the lasers. For the sim ulation a sim ple model o f
tunable laser was used to give an idea how the tuning o f the laser will be changing
depending on different slot period. The next step was to show how using CleW in 4
software, the tunable lasers m ask can be prepared. On the laser mask three types o f
slotted lasers were designed; five section laser, six section laser and nine section lasers.
Each laser bar consist o f eleven lasers with different slot periods plus usually two or three
repeats.

The final step was to show step by step the fabrication process o f the slotted

tunable lasers.
In chapter 5 the laser from the first fabrication run were characterized. The wavelength
and SM SR tuning maps for different types slotted lasers were presented there. Also the
perform ance o f a five section laser with nine slots on the front m irror and five slots on the
back m irror was shown in this chapter. The phase tuning o f the six section laser was also
investigated. The nine section laser with an isolation contact was also characterized
showing that its tuning maps are sim ilar to the tuning m aps o f an SG-SBR laser. The laser
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w ith the slot period o f 7 0 |im on the front m irror and 76|am on the back m irro r w as show n
to be th e best laser from the first fabrication run taking into account its tuning range,
S M S R and n u m b er o f super- m odes.
In ch a p te r 6 a further characterization o f the tunable lasers w as introduced by determ ining
the co n tin u o u s tuning o f five contact laser w ith nine slots etched on both m irrors and w ith
nine slo ts in the front m irro r and five slots in the back m irror. A continuous tuning w as
also in v estig ated for the nine contact laser. For the laser w ith nine slots in both m irrors
the co n tin u o u s tun in g range is about 0.6 nm (~ 75G H z) and for the laser w ith nine/five
slots is 0 .3 n m (~ 37.5G H z). T he laser w ith nine contacts show s the continuous tun in g o f
0 .2 n m (25G H z). For the tem perature tuning, the super- m odes w ere shifted o f about 0.5
nm for all eleven ch an n els w hile changing the tem p eratu re from 15°C to 40°. F inally the
lin ew id th o f the laser w ith the slot period o f 9 7 |im /1 0 8 ^ m and 7 0 n m and 7 6 |im w as
m easu red using self- heterodyne m ethod. B oth lasers have the linew idth in the range o f
M H z.
In c h a p te r 7 a ch aracterisatio n o f the slotted laser from the second fabrication run w as
p resented. T he lasers show n in this ch ap ter have short slot periods. T he w av elen g th and
S M S R m ap s and the linew idth m easurem ents for the laser w ith the shortest slot period o f
5 2 n m /5 7 |im w ere presented there. T he lasers from the second fabrication run show very
good p erfo rm an c e and the best laser w as show n to be the one w ith the slot period o f
5 7 ^ m /6 2 ^ m . It has the w idest tuning range and the biggest num ber o f super- m odes.
A ll the lasers presented in this thesis are integrated w ith sem ico n d u cto r optical am p lifier
(S O A ). T h e ex p erim en tal results suggest that the slotted tu n ab le laser can be used in
o p tical co m m u n icatio n system s. T he big advantage o f those lasers is that they can be
in teg rated w ith o th er optical com ponents and also th ey are easy to fab ricate as w as show n
in ch a p te r 4. All lasers exhibit a w ide tun in g range ~ 5 0 n m and m ore w ith good S M S R >
3 0dB fo r alm ost all super- m odes. T he S M S R and outp u t pow er can be easily bo o sted by
in creasin g th e cu rren t injected into the gain sections as w as show n in ch a p te r 5 .
T he fu tu re d esign could focus on d ecreasin g the slot n u m b er on the m irro rs w hich w ould
d ecrease the laser length. A lso a program fo r the sim ulated tu n in g m aps could be fu rth er
im p ro v ed b y incorporating the gain along the w hole laser cav ity and b y in corporating the
tem p eratu re effects. H aving the gain included for w hole laser ca v ity w ould allow to
o b tain m o re accurate tuning m aps and u se b ig g er current ran g e d u rin g the sim ulations.
In clu d in g the tem p eratu re effects w ould allow us to investigate m ore how the change o f
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the tem perature o f heat sink would affect the overall tuning perform ance o f the laser such
as tuning range, num ber o f super- modes and SM SR. A lso a study o f how the slot period
affects the laser linewidth and what is the best period to obtain the narrowest linewidth
could be considered. A future design could also include three different slot depths in the
laser m irrors to further improve a laser performance.
The laser should also be properly packaged w hich is essential for any possible
com m ercial developm ent. The packaging o f the devices will allow to further improve
their perform ance as then the laser will be isolated from the environm ent. Studies using
these lasers at system level in optical networks are planned.
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